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41r# Dr. Chiles To Get
Degree Today
Dr. H. C. Chiles
Georgetown. Ky. — Dr. Harley
C. Chiles of Murray's First Baptist
church will have the Doctor of
Divinity degree conferred on him
by Georgetown College today.
Dr. Chiles received his A.B.
degree from Georgetown in 1929.
He is the Moderator of the General
Association of Kentucky Baptists.
Miss Rosemary
Jones Wins
Scholarship
By Mrs George Hart
The teaching profession will be
enhanced When Miss Rosemary
Jones enters the field four years
from now according to Miss
Ames' high school record. She
grnduates from Murray High
Schaal this aaonth as * member of
the National Honor Society and
fee for her high scholastic standing
and her desire to become a teacher,
she was winner of the District
PTA. scholarship. according to
Mrs J B Wilson. retiring preel-
dent of the Murray High School
P TA
This scholarship is a proje:t of
the local PTA and the district
organization of which Mrs. J A.
Gadberry, Paducah. is president.
• Each organization matches funds
for the 160 00 sward Mrs Eugene
Blake. Paducah, is scholarship
chairman
Miss Jones Is the only child of
Mr and Mrs. Clyde Jones of
North 6th Street. She was named
"Best All Asound Girl" in her
class this year, is a member of
the Quill and Scroll, national
honorary society for high school
4110 journalists; served as cheerleader;
secretary of her class and was
artive in Tri-ili-Y. speech clubs,
anti musicroups.
When asked why she is choosing
teaching as her vocation. Miss
Jones said. "I have always thought
would like to teach I haven't
changed arid I reason there is
nothing that looks better to me."
a, With her qualifications and her
• •ambition, wont some group of
boas and girls be lucky to have
her for a teacher September 1960'
North South Flash
Munroe D.- MacLean, askethall
Coach at Quincy High School,
Quincy Massachusetts, and one of
it the Northern coaches for the
North-South game this years wri-
ter
"'The letters I have received
from the chairmen of several
committees have all been sincerely
cordial, and I am pleased to be
a part of a project with so much
enthusiasm and cooperation. We,
the players and coaches can cer-
tainly do no les& &than our very
igibest to match thi• commendable
'or spirit throughout the whole or-
ganization."
WEATHER
REPORT
By United Press
Southwest Kentucky — Mostly
fair and a little warmer today
and tonight. high 76, low. tonight
1 /55 Saturday partly cloudy anel
rather warm.
•
Some 5.30 a m temperatures:
Louisville 46. Lexington 41. Pa-
dumb 30, Bowling Green 45, Cov-
ington 44, London 43 and Hopkins-
ville 4.
Evaneville, Ind., 48.
Bottle Of Virus Breaks On
Plane, Passengers Aided
WASHINGTON, May 25 alt —
A bottle of deadly polio virus
broke aboard a Capital Airlines
plane here Thursday night exposing
at least 10 airline employes to
possible paralyzing infection.
The plane was grounded in
Pittsburgh_ after the accident was
belatedly discovered. On the advice
of Dr. Jonas E. Salk, everyone
who had been near the virus
was given immedate injections of
gamma globulin and Salk vaccine.
Twent y-two passengers were
abiard the plane for part of its
flight — from Baltimore. Md., to
Pittsburgh. But airline officials
said they were in no danger since
theb ottle broke in a baggage
campartment.
The virus was part cif a large
aonsignment being shipped from
Parke. Davis dt Co. of. Detroit
to Johns Hopkins University in
Baltimore. It was to be used for
research purposes.
In Washington. it was transferred
from the inbound Detroit plane
to flight 474 bound for Baltimore
and Pittsburgh. Shortly after the
shipment was unloaded in Bal-
timore it was learned that one of
the bottles had been broken during
the transfer in Washington.
The plane had already taken
off for Pittsburgh with the 22
passengers who had boarded in
Baltimore Anxious airline officials
goniacted Salk and he recommended,
that the plane be grounded
Pittsburgh for decontamination.
Gamma globulin and vaccine
shots were given the ramp agents
who handled the virus shipment
here. The planet crew were in--
oculated in Pittsburgh. The pas.
sengers also were examined in
Pittsburgh.
Bleperts generally regarded the
probable risk of infection as rela-
tively small Only time will tell,
Clements To End
Campaign At Home
Morganfield. Ky , May 24 —
Senator Earle C. Clements. seeking
re-nomination for his senate seat,
will conclude his prImary campaign
Monday with a radio address from
the Union County Courthouse.
A State-wide network has been
set up to carry the 15-minute
program from the town where
the Assistant Senate Majority Lead-
er obtained his start in polities.
Those stations carrying the spee-
ch:
At 8 p.m._ CST. WaTT, Corbin
WPKE. Pikeville. WLAP and
WLEX. Lexington; WLB.J. Bowling
Green: WSFC. Somerset: WHOP.
WHAS. Louisville;
Wa-XY, Cincinnati, WIJJ$. Owens-
boro, and WKYB and WPAD,
Paducah
At 930 pm. EST: WLW. Cin-
cinnati.
At 945 p.m., EST: WSAZ. Hunt-
in(ton.
On Saturday Senator Clements
tours the Purchase area in an
all-day motorcade beginning at
Wickliffe in the morning and
ending at Paducah in the evening.
A similar motorcade through
several of the counties in the
Second District is scheduled for
Monday, the day befdre the May
29 Primary
PROCLAMATION!
WHEREAS. the members of the
American Legion, Post No. 73 have
sold poppies each year on the
day set aside as the nation's poppy
day in observance of Memorial
Day which comes this year May
26th, and
WHEREAS. the American Legion
in a meeting in Cleveland, Ohio,
September lir/O. adopted the poppy,
a symbol of valor, as the nation's
memorial flower. and
WHEREAS. the poppies sold by
the American Legion are made
by veterans of World. War I and
II and the Korean War and for
which the disabled'. veteranui re-
ceive one cent each for making
them, and
WHEREAS. the money received
from the sale of poppies . in local
post No 73 will be used for
disabled veterans. therefore, BE
Ti' RESOLVED, that the 28th
May 1956, is set aside as a day
when the American Legion Post
No. 73 through the Legion Au-
xiliary members will sell poppies
in commemoration of Memorial
Day, and every citizen is urged
to buy a red Poppy and thereby
help the disabled men of three wars
and needy families of veterans.
(Signed) George Hart, Mayor.
nowiaver. The average incubation
period for polio is about 4 to
10 days. But the disease can
develop as late as 30 days after
exposure.
The plane's- crew members who
received inoculations were identi-
fied as: Capt. Edward A. Tappe,
pilot; R. S. Hurley. co-pilot; and
Miss B. A. Miller.. hostess. All
live in the Washingtod area.
Ciewmen who received injections
were Harry aarawford. Thurman
Harlowe, Joseph Shipley and Rich-
ard Bunch. Gerald Cummings. H
Taylor and John Gygax. all
the Washington area,
New Library
Opened At
College Church
The new religious library of
the College Church of Christ is,.
now in operation. Loan books'
were first checked out last week.
At the present time there a:-e
two hundred five volumes in the
new library that represent a total
value of nearly $700.00. Plans
call for regular additions- to the
library from time to' time. . 
In the announcement made by
the Library Staff, the hours When
books may be checked out or
in were given as: Tuesdays from
1 to 4 p m.; Wednesdays thirty
minutes before and thirty minutes
after the midweek Bible Study;
and Saturdays from 1 to 4 pm.
The public is invited to use tnis
library Aeries' these hours. Special
arrangements for the THarary's use
can be made anytime by calling
the church office at 1860.
Most of the books found in the
new library are for loan purposes,
however. some six sets ire being
retained for reference use in the
library - room only These sets are:
"Barnest Notes". covering the Bible
from Genesis to Revelation in
27 volumes; "Clark's Commentary,"
covering the same area in six
volumes: eight volumes of Schafrs
"Hietory of the Thristian Church";
15 volumes of the "Schaff-Hertzog
Encyclopedia of Religious Know.
ledge". and its supplement: 13
vclumes of the Gospel Advocate
-Ccmmentaries on the New Test-
ment-: and the "Expositor's Bible"
in six volumes.
The general public is invited
to visit the new Ilbrary Saturday
between 1 and 4 p.m. The College
Church of 'Christ building is located
at 106 North Fifteenth Street in
Murray.
Dynamite Bomb
Blows Man Apart
CHICAGO. May 26 IP —A dyna-
mite bomb. apparently intended as
a weapon of underworld terrorism,
exploded in a man's arms early
-
today and blew him in half.
The victim was Michael Camp-
bell, 56, an unemployed news-
paper truck driver who appeared
to have re_ently struck it rich.
Police said he was suspected of
being the "relay man" in a racket
which bootlegs illegal whisky from
the wet states of Kentucky, Illinois
and Indiana into the dry i state of
Iowa.
Homicide Chief Lt. Jaahes Me-
Mahon said Campbell must havo.
been carrying the ,pawerful bomb
when it exploded at 4:45 a.m.
EDT. Campbell's body was blown
in half and the lower portion was
severely mangled.
Windowa„ on both sides of the
northwest side street shattered,
baak was ripped from ,trees. and
a car 40 feet away teas badly
&imaged.
Police believed the bomb had
been intended to go off at the
home of someone living in the
residential area, in accordance
with a common Chicago' tactic of
terrorism. Perhaps the intended
victim was someone who owed
Con-a:bell money; ounce said.
The bc•mb went. off too soon and
killed its carrier, police theorized.
NOTICE
Mayor First To Put On Poppy
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MAYOR GEORGE HART was wearing a bright red
flower on his lapel today and was very proud of it.
The flower was the first of hundreds of memorial
poppies to be distributed throughout the city on
Saturday by the women of the American Legion
Auxiliary to be worn in Honor of the nation's war
dead. It was presented to the Mayor by Mrs. A. C.
Thurston, Chairman of Post 73 Unit of the Auxili-
ary. The Mayor gave Mra. Thurston a generous con-
tribution for the American Legion Auxiliary's work
for disabled veterans and needy children of veter-
ans.
Club Plans Exhibit
The Industrial Arts Club
Murray State's Department of
d-uetrial Arts will hold its annual
Industrial Arts Building on Northa y Campexhibit and open house in the 1
35th Street Suletay and ascheay
May 27 an 28.
On Sunday the exhibit may be
seen from 100 td' • 2:45 pin and
400 to 6-00 p.m. On Monday the
exhibit may be seen from 900 to
12:00 a.m and from 1:00 to 5:00
p. m
Included in the exhibit will be a
variety of modern and period
furniture; metal projects in ma
chine shop, art metal, sheet metal
an wrought iron plastic projects.
leathercraft; industrial design, en-
gineering and architectural draw
inc, including complete house
plans.
Visitors will have an opportun-
ity not only to view te various
types of industrial arts and en-
gineering laboratory work but will
be able to maks a complete tour
of the various shops and laborritor-
les in the industrial arts depart-
ment.
The public is cordially invited
to attend the exhibit and open
house on Sunday afternoon and
Monday. The eithibit w.:1 not be
open during the Baccalaureate
service from 3:00 to 4:00 p.m.
Sunday but will be open before
and after this service.
FIVE DAY FORECAST
By United Press
Kentucky --- Temperatures for
the five - day period. Saturday
through Wednesday, will average
four to eight degrees above the
Kentucky normal of 69 Warmer
Saturday and Sunday and not
much change in temperature the
!remainder of the period. Precip-
itation will average 1-4 inch or
less as scattered showers around
Sunday and again Tuesday or
Wednesday
Fishing Reported
To Be Much Better
FRANKFORT, May 25 It?
The state Fish and Wildlife Re-
sources Department reported that
bass fishing continued good at
Lake Cumberland with the best
casting surface lures or. bass bugs_
The crappie catch has fallen off
at iCumberland but holds the
Preferred rating at Kentucky's
other major lakes — Kentucky.
Dale Hollow, Herrington a n d
Dewey.
Kentucky Lake reports nice
catches of crappie in the deep
water on minnows Many fine
catches of stripers also are re-
ported below the dam
Dale Hollow rates crappie best.
followed by bluegill, white bass
and black bass. The bass are
taken by casting in the early
?Morning Crappie and bluegill
catches are made in the inlets
the district president. All members: and bays at depths of about eight
are. urged to attend. feet.
The American Legion Auxiliary
will meet at the Legion Hall on
Monday, May 28, at seven o'clock
In the evening.
Preaent for the meeting will be
CirlScouts
Prepare For
With school duties a closed book
for the season, Girl Scouts all
over the country are setting their
sights on the many asiscinating
activities planned for them by
their sponeorng committees. Mur-
ray scouts have Day Camp coming
up for the week of June 11-15,
for which, they are reminded, the
registration form must be in today,
May 25.
Any Scout (Brownie. Intercede-
diate. etc) who is a registered
member of a Murray. Kentucky.
troop is invited to attend the
Girl Scout Day Comp, provided
she turns in her registration form
and $200 to her leader not later
than May 25.
The site of . this year's camp is
irnirably suited to tbe scout
program: a spot where the girls
may learn to do things for them-
selves, live happily with others
their wan age. appreciate the
'outdoors. Emphasis is on real
camping activities — outdoor cook-
ing, fire building (an important
part of today's emphasis on con-
servation), trail blazing. nature,
outdoor ,crafts The leaders have
had special training, and the health
and =deity plans meet Girl Scout
Standards and Requirements
A nurse will be present daily
at the Day Camp area; sanitation
standards for day camps will be
met. Immunizations noted on the
registration blanks are advised as
good health measures, a physician's
examination is required for each
girl who register for Day Camp.
In case of an emergency at camp,
a doctor will be called; however,
the Girl Scout Council is nat
responsible for accidents occuring
at camp.
For all scouts who attend Day
Camp, one hour of swimming per
day will be available for the week
of May 28 - June 1. in the College
Pool in the Carr Health Building.
A scout must attend Day !Camp
if she attends swimming. Swim
schedule for trips is as follows:
May VI _ June 1 12 noon to 1:00
p.m. Troops 12, 27. 28. 22, 26;
1:00 - 2:00 p.m. Troops 15, 21, 23. 25
Holmes Ellis
Letters In Track
Holmes Ellis of Murray lettered
lid track at Murray State College
this year. earning 93 points during
the season just ended.
Ellis. a sophomore. participated
in the high and low hurdles and
the broad jump
During the season the Racer
track and field men wern five
dual meets, lost • one. dual meet,
Owed first in a triangular meet,
placed fourth in the Delta Relays,
and third in the Ohio Valley
Confert•riee.
Largest
Circulation In The
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, Watrous Named
As Cage Captain a
Frances Watrous became the first
season captain to be chosen in
basketball at Murray State since
1949 when he was named '56-'57
season captain by his teammates
recently.
Watrous, whose nome is New
Hamburg, N. Y.. plays both center
and forward aggressively and is
a good choice for the newly
revived job of leading the team.
Speaking of the role of a season
captain. Coach Rex Alexander said
that he thought it would help
the boys to have one of their
own as a leader and he applauded
the selection of Watrous.
The new captain is 6-4. weighs
180. and will be a senior in
the coming season During the:
1955-56 seas:on- he played in 25 .
games and scored 213 points for
the Racers. He was second high i
for the team in rebounding with
171
Watrous had the highest field
goal percentage on the team,
making 55 per cent of his shots;
he was tied for the leadership in
free throw percentage with 80
per cent.
Mrs. Whitnell Has
Annual Recital
---
Tuesday evening at 7:30. Mrs.
Charlotte Whitnell presented her
, seventy eight expression students
'in her annual recital
.
.1._
. l
The highly entertainies event
viai held in the auditorium of
Murray High School.
Tha program consisted of g
I var:ety Of numbers including se-
veral musical reirdings. The stage
was beautifully appointed for the
occasion and had two flower stands
containing arrangements of red
carnations. The young ladies pare-
epating akc-ere goyaed beautifully.
many of them wearing flower
headdresses or carrying nosegays.
The young gentlemen were
handsome in their freshly pressed
suits, some wore contrasting coats
and slacks and some wore bouton-
, nieres. Accompanist was Miss Dia,
,Grogan.
Theattractively gowned ushers
were Misses Dona Wilson. Betty
Hart. Eileen Rohwedder and—Joyce
Spann.
1 This was a very exciting evening
• for the young folks and a very
lentertaining evening for those who
attended. Group pictures were
gram
me at the close of the pro-
It's Strawberry
Time In Kentucky
— -----
LOUISVILLE. May 15 1115 —It's
strawberry time again in Ken-
tucky and t h e following price
listings prepared by the Federal'
State Market News Servifige end
United Press were in effect
Thursday.
All prices listed are for 24-quart
crates
Paducah arid south central Ken-
tucky Supply moderate, demand
good Market about steady Blake-
mores, some sma1.1 5850-7, Beauty
$7 25-750
Central Kentufzky Supply mod-
erate. demand fair to good, mark-
ket about steady Blak emoree,
some small in fair condition $6-
7 50, mostly $6757 Beauty $758-S
Mountain and eastern Kentuck,
Supply increasing, demand good
market stronger Beauty $850
'Seaman Bucy And
Wife Visit Here
Seaman R. and Mrs.. C. A. Bucy
Jr.. of Detroit, Michigan, arrived
In Murray on Monday and have
been guests of his parents. Mr.
and Mrs C. A Bucy Sr., and hit
brothers, Jimmie, Cleo, Old Kirby
Buc-y and their families in Murray
and the county. •
Tie completed his basic training
at Great Laikes, Illinois Naval Cen-
ter on May 5, at which time he
was awarded the Honon Man
certift-ate and an engraved identi-
fication bracelet presented by Sec-
retary of the Navy Charles S.
Thomas and the congratulations cif
Carl Stocldrol.m. National president
of the Navy League.
Seariaan Bucy will report at
Startle. Washington on May 29
for his new assignment. His Usti-
nation being Adak. Alaska, an
island among the Aleutians. He
will be rated builder with the
See Bee's, the Navy's construction
unit.
Joe Tarry Wins Lion Club
Anon Award For His Work
The Murray High School Band
held its: tenth annual banquet on
Monday in the social hall of the
First Methodist church with about
80 persons present.
Irvin Gilson, band director, was
toastmaster for the occasion and
introduced the speaker W. Z.
Carter and W B. Moser. Tne
fifteen graduating members of the
band saluted the band and Mr.
Gilson
Awards for this year's service
were presented by Mr. Gilson and
several students received awards
for outstanding ratings in the
Murray State College Music Festi-
val. Six of these participants went
on- to Bowling Green. Kentucky
and rated high in the contest
there.
Those receiving awards for their
performance at Bowling Green
wer'e Joe Tarry, Buccy Farris. Betty
Jo Crawford, Wylene Jones, Sara
Faurot and A. B. Crass.
Mr. Carter presented the coveted
Anion Award for the Lions Club.
This is the third year that the
award has been presented to a
Murray High band member. The'
award is merited 'by the most
outstanding senior.
Charles Tarry received the award
for his brother Joe. since Joe
is ill at the hospital.
Joe -hi-a— been— at Murray High
all during his school years and
this year he completes- a classical
course. During his years at Murray
Htgh. he has always been interest-
ed in music and participated in
the Pep Band. Showboat, Quad
State Chorus, Quad State Band.
District and State Music Festival
and aerate editor of the an.ival. ,
Joe plena to' attend Marray State
'Must Comply With
Ruling To Get
Wheat Support
To be eligible for the recently
increased price support for wheat
harvested in 1956. the wheat must
be harvested on a farm which
is in compliance with the farm
wheat acreage allotment, according
to Mr Q D Wilson. Chairman
of the County Agricultural Stabili-
zation and Conservation Committee.
The owner must also be eligible
to receive a marketing certificate
for any othen farms in the county
on which he has an interest in
the wheat crop.
Since there are no exceptions
to this rule, Mr Wilson reminas
farmers that wheat acreage ad-
justments, to comply with allot-
ments, must be made not later
than June 1, 1956.
Acceptable methods for adjusting
wheat acreage on a farm include
plowing down for green manure.
pasturing, or cutting for hay.
Another important point is that
a farm with a wheat acreage in
excess of the farm allotment is
subject to a marketing quota
penalty on the excess wheat if
the wheat acreage also exceeds
15 acres
Mother Slays Three
Children, Shoots Self
LAKE WALES. Fla., May 25 IP
— Police reported today that a
mother shot her three youag
daughters, placed them neatly in
their beds as if they were asleep,
called a doctor, then tried to take
her own life.
-The mother. identified as Mrs.
Laurene Culbeck in her mid 30s
wife of Mark Culbert. of Saulte
Ste. Marie. Mich.. was in the
Lake Wale Hospital. Doctors said
she was in critical condition after
shooting hersed in the chest.
The three children, found by
police in a bed In the Culbeck
house trailer, were nude, covered
with a blanket and "were lying
in a row." Two were dead "for
hours" said police while the third.
a 15-manths-old infant, died on
the way to • hospital.
The children were identified as
Shirley. 5, Pamela. 3, and Jan,
the infant.
Neighbors said Mrs. Culbeck had
lived at the well-kept trailer park
in a new: model trailer in 1933
and 1954 and had returned here
last summer without her husband.
They said she had been living
here ever since.
Police said there was no indica
tien why the mother did it.
College this fall and major in
music.
Fourteen members of the band
were awarded the big M, letter
of merit for their band jackets.
Those receiving the letter were
Mary Jane Austin, Annette Chur-
hal, Mary F. Churchill. Frank
White, Peggy Kipp. Fredda Shoe-
maker, Sandra Hamrick, Sue Caro-
lyn Richardson, Mary Ruth Eme-
rine. Martha Lamb, Sandra Spice.
land. Allen Lovett and Sara Faurot.
Clements
Motorcade
HereTomorrow
Senator Lark. C. elements e"
henateir Win
be in Murray tomorrow aft 2:48
Sharp, according to Hurry Stout,
County Campaign Manager.
Senator Clements will arrive hi
Murray in a motorcade which will
cover the Purchase area
The motortude will begtn at
Wickliffe at 8:40 CST and will
enter Ekirdwell. Clintore Hickman.
Fulton, Mayfield. Murray. Benton.
Calvert City. Syrnsonra, Padtharb.
arid several other smaller towns
enroute
A rally will begin at Murray in
front of the courthouse at 2:•40
pm, and Senator Clements will
arrive at 2:45. He will speak for
twenty minutes in Murray
When the group reaches Paducah
at 7:00 o'clock tomorrow Senator
Clements and former Governor
Lawrence Wetherby will speak.
On Monday Senator Clethents
will speak over WPAD and
WKYB in Paducah at 8.00 pm.
CST
State Wide
Road-E-0 Test
HereTomorrow
---
' The statewide eliminations for
the Junior- Chamber of Commerce
safe driving program, Teen-Age
Road-e-n. will be held here Satur-
day, June 9.
Young motorists from forty
communities, winners of their local
Teen Age Road-e-o. will enter the
state elimination. The winners-
here will represent the state in:
the national Road-e-o finals to
be held August 6-9 in Waehington,
D. r
The national sponsors of Teen-
Age Road-e-0, U. S. Junior Cham-
ber of Commerce. Liberty Mutual
Insurance Cc:mammy, the American
Trucking A/Radiations. Inc.. and
Chrysler Corporation will be hosts
to the state winners giving them
an expense paid trip to the na-
tion's capitol for the four - day
Nationals Finals and a charre at
$3.000 in scholarships
One entry in the date Roadie-0
here will be A. B Crass, son of
Mr and Mrs. Maurice F Crass,
Sr. who placed first in the recent
Road-e-o for Calloway County
teen-agers. There is a panel of
judges being lined up by the Kate
Road-e-a committee..
, Rules for the state Rood e-o will
remain the some as for the local
event but the tests will be more
difficult. In addition to a written
test on driving knowledge and a
skill test on a obstacle course, the
state finalists will be given a road
check a behind the
-wheel test In
traffic. _ .
k
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FRIDAY — MAY 25, 1956
TRUMAN PRAISES IKE
•
Whatever the motive the unstint
ed praise of President
Eisenhower's foreign policy by former President
. Harry S. Truman in Rome, Italy. this week is our i
dea
of saying the right thing in the right place at the righ
t
Lime.
Probably no American who ever visited Europe is get
-
king the kind of reception given Mr. Truman in the
countries he has. already visited, and with Democrac
y
and Communism at death's grips in an unprecedented
"cold war- nothing could better reveal our unity than
endorsement of the Eisenhower foreign policy by Mr.
. Truman.
Europeans who are used to centuries of dictatorship
- may not be ,able to understand Mr. Truman when he say
s
he expects to be a party to a. political contest this yeaic
in which leatiers on both sides will call each other all
4.0rtzz of names "but that's the way it ought- to be."
They will understand him. however, when he tells
them' President Eisenhower .is right in his support of
NATO. and his earnest desire to build up the defense
Western Europe against International Communism. And
that he is 100'. behind him in this policy.
It is to be expected that some opposition leaders will
critize anything and everything about the Eisenhower
Administration, including its foreign policy. That's why
Mr. Thiman's statement in Rome is so important, at this
Rgeticol.iir Jim 
It makes one shudder to contemplate the damage the
former President could do in Europe if he proved him-
self to be as irresponsible as some other Eisenhower op-
ponents.
Critic-isn't of our president by our former president
would be disastrous because of Mr. Truman's popularity
in Europe. The natives consider him the Chief Architect
of the Marshall Aid program and, despite the part Ei-
senhower had in NATO. they consider Truman as the
Ameris an Leader responsible for its creation.
Many anti-Trumanitto may have 'been surprised at
the•former president's frank and open praise of the Ei-
senhow'er foreign policy. And some will attribute politi-
cal significance to it. And the" may be justified in doing
•:44, for it undoubtedly is good politics.
Others, however, will insist that, even though they
disagree with Mr. Truman on most domestic matters
they have the highest respect for him as an American,
and his willingness to always assist wherever he can to
promote the general welfare of America, and all other
free nation of the world.
The further Truman goes in Europe the larger he
looms as a possible candidate for the Democratic nomi-
nation.this year. And endorsment of Eisenhower's foreign
policy won't dampen his Chance:. of gating the nomina-
tion•if he wants it.
Nor will it weaken his bargaining powers at the con-
vehtion if he decides to throw his influence back of his
friend Averill Harriman. Or anybody else.
10 Years Ago This Week
Ledger and Times Fili•
Having 2-0 and 4-0 to Western's Toppers
Bowling Green last Saturday.. Murray's Thoroughbred
are hoping to even the count here Saturday afternoon
May 25. when they play their concluding games of ti.
1946. season—a double header with Ed Diddle's Wester/
ers.
Kenneth Grogan. has returned to Murray and is con
fleeted with the agricultural program here. He residt•
on North Twelfth Street.
Mr, Harry Fenton announces the engagement • ar:
approaching marriage of his daughter, Mary Harriet'
to Mr. Arthur Long of Chicago. Illinois. The weddir:.
will be an event of June 5 in the St. Leo's Church, Min
ray. Ky.
Miss Sue (Whs, president of the Off-Campus Giri
was re-elected Thursday. May 2. at a luncheon_ given I.
the club.
The other officers elected were Miss Rosemary44.-
frey, vice-president: Miss George Ann Upchurch, seci.
tary: and Miss Suzanne Miller. treasurer.
Mrs. R. H. Thurman was elected president of ti
Murray Business and Professional Women's Club Thor
day evening at the regular dinner meeting held at C..
'
legiate Inn. She succeeds Mrs. Myrtle Wall, the pre:
44.! -
leader.
LION TAMER KILLED
• GROUDON. France -- A.
50-year old tin teener was killtd
in the midcite of his circus act
here Moneay when one if mis
'four lions sprang and ripped open
his throat with a swipe of its
claws.
While horrified crawd wat,h.
....
...
baseball past today with a flat
!prediction that Mickey Mantle will
break Babe Ruth's home run ree'oril
liV L Pct. GB and. in ail probability, will do it
14 8 tadr this season.
19 13 .594
17 12 586
16 13
16 13
13 17 43n5
10 19 345 7a,
818 3088
Yesterday'. Games
lati:adelphia 6 Brooklyn 4. night
'Only Game Scheduled
Today's Games
Br, ,aslyn at New \ is. night
Pataburgh at Phi la le.ehia, night
Caaantrati at Milwaukee. night `
caga at St. Louie n:aht
— —
Tomorrow's Games
Brooklyn at New Y.:rk
Patiaaurgh at Philacitiptaa
aa.cinnati at Milwaukee
Cnicago at St. Louis
aaa P.
.522
W. L. Pct. GB 
-Last lessor:. I saw him plas .1
N. w York 24 11 .686 
against Boston and I thought th -
Cleveland 19 12 .813 3 
that he %%al... findigg, himself
last," said Bare. who at 70 sa
13. stem, 17 13 M7 4,
Ch.cago 
13 13 500 6,7 ..isButerethctereancis asquvarset- ruledreein,c.
Baltunare   15 18 455 8
Detroit   13 19 .406 9,7 even since last 
year. When I saa
Kansas City 12 19 
.387 10 his adeed !case and 
power tha
Washiagton   12.20 .375 10‘: 
year I knew he was en his way
Tanned and berny-handed tam
orking on his' 600-acre farm a,.
Trappe. Md., Baker shrugs off hi
.eats in the al-called -dead bal.
era." His league-lead:rig home re! .
totals were nine .n 1911. 10 it
1912 12 in 1913 aro- eight a-
191a while ,n 13 seasi its with th,'
As and the Yank' he managete'
N-w Y.a.k at Braltiaa re, r. ght 
.• a total of "on.)' W3 hornets'
In that era it was a magnificent
K sea. Cay at D.:ant, raght pei farmance
Cevelar.d at .Chicago. night The big man v...th the iron-gray
- 
- hair prefers. instead. ;a look le
— 
Tomorrow's Games...! the pieeent and the future
Kansas City at Det.oit 
-
Eventually. somebody is c
0Id -Phew
Cevelehd at Chicag
New York at Baltimore, night 
'to hase to break Ruth's rec
he insists It's an old phrase b.
Washington at Boston a good one, 
that records are made
. 
"i  
BROKE' 
to be broke p.
"Mantle !colts to me like We
,
fellaw who can do it." be added.
JASPER. W.s. - Mayor Ed "Remem
ber, that recerd of Rut.as
Lore] asked today far a volunteer has. 
been under heavy fire J.mmy
jury in try oct410 Terwiate on h:s Foxe could 
have tied it if ne
fth essence ef drunken driving, had been 
gven credit for a home
Terwaskirs -crossed up the mayor run 
in a called game I don't leak
by plead.ng mriacent. The city at th
e big 80 as if it can .: be
ccurt dosant have enough money brok
en."
la pay a jur Mantle. 
Baker 'contends. has the
•
ed. Czech-born trainer M V. Icack
went down sere m ng ander the
assault of the beast
Americaft
Yesterday's Games
New York 11 Detroit 4
Only Game Schedu:ed
Today's Games.
Wasn.nron at Boserit. night
(SP • RTS
-SPORT PARADE -
By OSCAR FRALEY best chaa,a ,use he has so
.Unitre ?rams Spells Writer muah power and he gets a piece
NEW YORK th - Frank (Home ef the ball regularly."
Run, Baker stepped out of the "Any,. time he goes to bat he
's
got a chance to put it out of
the paik." said the men who
made the home tun famous. -Yogi
Berra. the Yankee catcher, has
the same kind of poaer but he
isn't consistent enough Mantle
-Bati ng accidents or injuries, looks to me like the boy' to do
Mantle should surpass Ruth's record it.
cf 60 home runs this year." Doke!
asserted -That's the only thLtui -And." he concluded. "
once h
which can stop him" . dote Mantle may go on to
it clear out of sight. There's
The principal reason. said the limit to what that young man
man who was the home surf might do."
champion of the American League
four straight .years, is that Mantle
i"finally has found himself."Certainly the early season sta.
tunics suapart the contention ci
the Maryland farmer who was .
admitted to the Hall of Fame
last year Fur Mantle has walloped
16 home runs in the Yankees'
first 33 game - putting him 10
games ahead of Ruth's record 1927,
pace
To e mantles Year
"I thmk th.s is going to Oe
Mantle's year." explained Baker
who at a member of Connie Mack's
famed $100.000 infield led the
league for the Athletics from 1911
through 191.4. "It takes any young-
ster a certain amount of time
to find himself. Mickey finallyLeague has.
The tamer and the 1.011 I
on the ground. Cirrus assistant' ,
finally (have off the lion with iron
bars But Velchek bled to death
from the throat wound.
-
.,.••••••
BIG TIME PROFESSIONA
L
WRESTLING
At
Jim's Roller Rinks
NORTH 18th STREET
• DOUBLE MAIN EVENT
Girls Girls - -- Girls
* FIRST MAIN EVENT
 *
2 out of 3 FALLS - 60 MIN. TIME
 LIMIT
JLANETTA
COLLINS
THE KY. WILDCAT
from Columbus, Ky
— VS.—
RAMONA
WAUKAZO.
INDIAN PRINCESS
Granddaughter of a real
Indian Chief
SECOND MAIN EVENT *
2 out of 3 Falls - 60 Min,
Time Limit
CHICO "HOT TAMALE"
CORTEZ
Mexico City, Mex.
TONY
ROSS
Detroit, Mich.
ADM,  51:k-$1.00
8:00 p.m.
•
Pay- -As-Build
TESTIFYING before the Senate
finance committee in Washing-
ton. Treasury Secretary George
M.. Humphrey urges that the
highway program be put on a
full pay-as-you-build basis. He
said impact on the treasury of
legislation passed by the House
and pending in the Senate
would be a possible 10 billion
dollars. (Isternatioacil)
a
•
NAMES THE SAME
^
 
AI•••••••••••
PITTSBURGH IP - Judge-
McBride faced Judge McBride in
coat Tuesday. in a confueing
exchange.
Judge McBride the deteanti.
changed sn'th drunken driving,
was asked by Judge Louis M.
McBride to give his full name.
-Judge McBride." Judge McBride
explained. "That Was the name
given to me at birth." An all'
woman jury, no member of which
was named McBride. recommended
acquital.
SUPPORT
HICAGO t- Mrs. gleano.
Leta asen. 40. aho charged her
husband with desertion. won $35
weekly support Tuesday for her
self nrd $10 a week for five cats
FRIDAY '— MAY 25, 195t3
PAID OFF
GENOA. Italy l — The world',
champion auto race driver had a
traffic accident Tuesday--in front
of police headquarters.
Juan Manuel Fangia of Argen-
tina drave his souped-up Mercedes
racer into a tiny passenger car,
paid damages on the spot, arid
went on his say
10 SAVE MONEY
On Your Plumbing
Elroy Sykes
PLUMBING CO.
For FREE
Inspection Against
TERMITES and
ROACHES, etc.
Call 1395 Mayfield
— 
COLLECT —
SUITER
PEST CONTROL. CO.
Licensed and Insured
Miinbei of Stale Pest
Control Association
•,
011 
411 1m 
• www__..r.L_
CLOSE - OUT
SALE
IS STILL GOING ON AT
RILEY'S
SAVE 40 - 50 - 60%
ON HOUSEHOLD FURNISHING
OUR AUCTION HAS ENDED AND WE CLO
SING OUT
THE REMAINDER OF OUR STOCK AT BARG
AINS
THIS INCLUDES HUNDREDS OF ITEMS OF
FURNITURE and APPLIANCES
CASH or TERMS
SAFETY FEATURES? Sure, we've got 'em. But Dodge is designed to 
keep you
out of accidents. You'll find out about "preventive safety" w
hen you . .
DISCOVER THE DIFFERENCE
IN DODGE
Most dramatic proof of "power under perfect con-
trol" In automobile history} In 31,000 miles of continuous
day-and -night driving at full Slava, (like running the Indian-
apolis "500" 62 times in succession!) the '56 Dodge established
tts claim as the greatest handling car on tis• road 
today.
4tfi-~Ati
Tok•s the terror out
of blow-outsI Dodge
Safety -Rim wheels let
you guide your Dodge
to o safe, sure stop.
Dodge power Is your
"safety ollyl" The Dodge
V.I3 uses aircraft engine p.m•
ciples to put greater break
away power at your command.
'41 11
t. ci
Lismignium.L_7usomas
Seim th• wIndshl•id
wipers ere safer! They'.
efectric-no dangerous -slow
down- (like vacuum trellis)
when you step on the gas.
Naturally, Dodge has pio-
neered in special safety.
equipment too.
• Safety Seat Belts
• Safety Paddlid Sun
Visor
• Soles -Tinted Safety
Glass
These are available at
extra cost. However, the
prevonlovo safety features
described on this page are
standard equipment-ex-
clusive to Dodge in its Reid.
No "guess work" here-It's sisesple,
sure, safe! Dodge push-button driving
is mechanically perfect-the safest, surest
way of driving! Control panel is out-of -
reach of misdsi•f or mistakes.
COME IN AND HtT THE
DISCOVERY
JACKPOT
ON A NEW '56 DODGE
* elf everwItewence + • %Pt •••
* Itecti-bieltem este* ow a 'SC Dodge
* Lew ii••• peribmit. !Inv Monthly Owl.,
COME IN TODAY!
4th at Poplar
TAYLOR MOTOR CO.
See, steer, stop sofely! Check accidents! Have your car sa
fety-checked today!
tt'
.10
Murray, Ky.
( •
ci
•
It
FRIDAY — MAY 25, 1956
AN ORDINANCE No. 274 REGU-
LATING HOUSE GAS PIPING
GAS APPLIANCES, FIXTURES,
AND APPARATUS IN ALL
BUTLDING AND STRUCTURES
IN THE CITY OF MURRAY, KEN-
O TUCKY AND ITS GAS SERVICE
ITERROFORY THE INSTALLA-
TION, CONSTRUCTION, RECON-
STRUCTION, ADJUSTMENT AND
REPAIR THEREOF, PROVIDING
WHO MAY DO SUCH WORK:
PROVIDING FOR PERMITS,
BONDS, LICENSES, INSPECTIONS
AND CERTIFICATES OF IN-
SPECTION; GIVING ADDITIONAL
POWERS TO THE GAS INSPEC-
TOR, AND HIS ASSISTANTS;
41 AND PROVIDING PENALTY FOR
THE VIOLATION HEREOF.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
MAYOR AND CITYCOUNCIL of
the City of Murray, Kentucky, in
lawful meeting assembled that the
following rules and regulations
shall govern the installation, con-
infliction, reconstruction, adjustment
and repair of house gas piping,
Os appliances, fixtures and ap-
paratus in all buildings and struc-
tures in the City of Murray and
its gas service territory.
SECTION 1
Powers and Duties of Gad Inspector
(A) The Mayor and City Council
shall appoint a competent person
as "Gas Inspector."
(B) The Gas Inspector and his
assistants are hereby authorized,
empowered and directed to in-
4 spect and supervise the installation,
construction, reconstruction and re-
pair of all house gas piping, gas
appliances, fixtures and apparatus
now or hereafter to be placed
in or in any manner directly
attached to any building or struc-
ture withie the City of Murray
and its gas service territory. The
Gas Inspector and his assistants
shall be subject to the orders
and directions of the Mayor and
• City Council and they are hereby
vested with full eutherity to enter
any building or premises at any
reasonable time in the discharge
of their duties herein imposed
(C) It shall be the duty of the
Laspector to receive all applications
for connection, to pass on and
approve or reject plans submitted,
to Lave permits for all plumbing
work, extensions, or change In
4 location of fixtures; to sign an
d
issue all notices and to keep a
-reseed of- applesatieis
received, plans approved and all
other matter, which may pertain
thereto and to make a monthly
report of his operations to the
City Council.
(D) He shall inspect as often as
necessary all. houses in the course
at allp•Mon, alteration or repair
and to Inspect any plumbing or
et any character already in use which
he may have reason to believe is
out of repair or is imperfect.
(E) The Inspector shall give the
Owner or agent in charge of any
building written notice of any
defects, in his plinnbing or fixtures
or changes or repairs necessary
and such owner or agent shall
within five (3) clays after such
notice make necessary changes or
repairs. If the owner or agent
fails to comply %vital this notice,
the Gas Inspector may order the
See & Hear
Lt. Gov.
Harry L. Waterfield
Speak For
Joe B. Bates
Democratic Candidate
for U. S. Senator
from Kentucky
TODAY 5:30-6 P.m.
KFVS-TV — Channel 12
Bates for Senator
Committee
Vacation
Bible
School
CHURCH OF
CHRIST
7th and Poplar
May 28 thru June I
Classes For All Ages
Bro. E. Clevenger will
teach the high school
and college class.
Bro. Don Kester will
teach the adult class.
8:30-11:00 a.m. Daily
A picnic will be held on
Friday afternoon and a
program is planned for
Friday night.
Gas Service Department to turn
off the gas and it shall not
thereafter turn the gas on again
until the Gas Inspector has certi-
fied that such defects have been
repaired or removed.
(F) The Gas Inspector shall fur-
nish the Gas Service Department
with a copy of each certificate
of inspection. Said Departnfent
shall not ,turn gas into any new
or altered or repaired system of
gas until such certificate has been
received.
(G) It shall also be the duty
of the Inspector to investigate
all alleged violations of the pro-
visions of this ordinance and to
file camplaints when necessary. •
No one except an employee of
The Municipal Natural Gas System
shall at any time turn on any
valve or cock or in any way
tamper or make any connection
with any gas main, meter, meter
connection or gas service pipe
between the main and the meter.
User, however, may turn off gas
at main jet valve in case of an
emergency.
SECTION 2
Gas Fitter's Bond and License
Every person, before entering
upon the installation, construction,
reconstruction or repair of any
house piping in the City of Murray
and its gas service territory, shall
be required to take out a gas
plurribing license, the cost of which
shall be Ten and no/100 ($10.00)
Dollars. Said license may be re-
newed at any time during the
months of January and February
in the year following its Issuance
upon the payment of the sum of
Ten and no/100 (110.00) Dollars.
Before said license is issued, the
party applying for same, shall
pass such examination required
by the Mayor and City Council
as to his knowledge of gas fitting,
shall deposit with the Clerk of
the City of Murray a bond in
the principal sum of One Thousand
and no/100 ($1,000.00) Dollars,
exeeuted by a solvent surety com-
pany, eonditioned that the prin-
cipal therein shall faithfully comply
with the terms of this ordinance
and shall indemnify and hold
harmless the said City of Murray
and all persons interested, against
all costs, expenses, damage and
injury sustained by the negligence
of such principal, his agents, ser-
vants and employees, or his failure
of this ordinance in doing work
made the subject matter hereot
and otherwise to be in the form
and exesuted as required by the
Mayor arid City Ciuncil. Upon
approval of any such bond by
the Mayor and City Council, the
am* shall srorthwith Issue to
the principal therein a license.
which shall remain in force only
so long asnsaid principal's bond
is effective. Such bond shall be
renewed annually on the first
day of January of each year as
a prerequisite to the issuance of
a license for said year. Said license
shall be conspicuously displayed
at place of business.
The license may be at any time
suspended or revoked by the City
Council upon recommendation of
the Inspector for any violation of
the terms of this ordinance.
SECTION 1
Property owner's Responsibility
No property owner shall cause,
or perm.t. any installation, con-
struction, reconstruction or repair
of any gas house piping in the
City of Murray and its gas service
'territory before the person 90
doing the work shall have first
obtained a permit from the In-
spector to do same; and the
mere fact that said work has been
done will be comnidered sufficient
to hold and render said property
owner amenable to this rule.
SECTION 4
Application for Permits
Before the construction, recon-
struction, installation or repair of
any gas house piping. 'unable
plans and specifications of all the
work proposed to be done, stowing
clearly the sizes of pipe, kind
of fittings, locations and measure-
ments. made out on blanks fur-
nished by the Inspector and pro-
perly signed by the Owner, his
gent or- other authorised re-
presentative and filed at the office
of the Inepector All connections
and fixtures shall be neatly drawn
in the following manner; in case
of new work or extension of
old wort. black ink shall be
used. In case of old work, red
ink Shall be used.
If the plans are approved by
the Inspector he will issue a writ-
ten permit within two days after
the application is filed; no change
or modification of approved plans
will b. perrniteed unless such
change or modification be autho-
rized by the Owner or Agent,
submitted to and approved by
the Inspector and placed on file
as in the case of original work:
and further no infraction of rules
not specifically authorized in writ-
ing by the Inspector, although
It may be shown on plan and
has palmed inspection, will be
permitted. The Inspector always
reserves the righi to compel the
plumber to rectify any infraction
of the rules even though the
wort has passed inspection and
a final inspection certificate issued
and the plumber'f bond will be
held for same.
No permit to install. construct.
reconstruct or repair any gas house
piping *hall be issued, except
t
THE LEDGER & TTMtr, MURRAY,_ KY.
to a licensed plumber or a person
licensed to do such work in
accordance with the provisions of
this ordinance.
SECTION 5
Only Approved Appliances
to be Installed
All gas appliances shall be of
a design and construction approved
as to safety by the American
Gas Aseociation, except such ap-
paratusas said Association does
not accept for test and approval,
and such apparatus not so accepted
must be of a design and con-
struction set forth in specifications
of the Bureau of Standards of
the United States Department of
Commerce.
In all buildings, the connections
to gas burning appliances shall
be of rigid metal, or copper tubing
not to exceed six (8') feet in
length.
No gas burning appliance or
any portion thereof coming in
direct contact with gas flames
or hot gases shall be placed less
than ten (10") inches frcrn any
-woodwork or wooden lath and
plaster partition, unless metal
shields are provided, securely at-
tached and so placed as to pre-
serve an air space of not less
than one (1") inch between such
shield and partitions. Where such
shields are provided, the ten (10")
inch clearance above specified may
be reduced to six (6") inches.
SECTION 6
Materials
All gas house piping shall be
of beet quality wrought iron, black
or galvanized steel, copper or brass,
free from all defects. The use
of SECOND HAND OR RE:20N-
DITIONED PIPE is forbidden.
Such part of said pipe as is
laid under or upon the surface
of the ground shall be one (1)
;size larger than ordinary and
shall be galvanized or coated
and wrapped, as the term "coated
and wrapped" is herein defined.
Such part of said pipe as is
laid in or touching any material
corroding or tending to corrode.
iron or steel pipe, such as cinders.
cinder concrete, etc., shall be coated
and wrapped.
Gas fittings for piping three
(3") inches in diameter or smaller
shall be galvanized or black malle-
able iron, copper or brass, but
cast iron fittings are permitted
for piping for a diameter greater
than three (3") inches.
On concealed piping no bushings.
or running threads, are to be
used, but faced bushings are per-
mitted on exposed piping. When
piping is cut for repairs, it shall
be reconnected with ground joint
unions. Three way valves and
the use of cement for repairing
the pipe and fittings are forbidden.
All gas piping must be reamed
free of burrs.
When extensions to house piping
are made, the provisions hereof
providing greatest length of pipe
of various sizes allowed must be
complied with.
When neceseary to connect two
sixes of pipe. a reducing coupling
shall be used.
Gas must not be supplied from
a smaller pipe to a larger pipe. '
All branch outlet pipes shall
be taken from the top or sides
of main supply lines and never
from below.
SECTION 7
Size and Length tot Pipe
All pipe installed shall be of
sufficient size to provide necessary
delivery of gas and at a pressure
loss not to exceed 0.3 inch water
column, in accordance with the
following tabulation:
Capacity of Pipe of Different
and Lengths in Cu. Ft. per Hr.
sure Drop of 0.3 In. and Specific
0.60.
Diameters
with Pres-
Gravity of
Leib.
of
Pipe
IRON PIPE SIZE (IPS) INCHES
(rt.) % % 1 114 I% 2 3
--
411
SO
7S
90
105
120
150
180
210
240
270
300
450
808
76 172 345 750 1.220 2,480 6.500
614 4311 24L ..533 MR 1.7112_ 4,700
43 99 199 435 700 1,475 3,900
38 86 173 380 610 1.290 3.460
77 156 345. 545 1.120 3,008
70 1(1 310 490 14)00 2.71141
65 131 245 460 920 2,410
120 270 420 860 IMO
Ha 242 390 780 2,000
22.5 350 720 ISM
02 205 320 MO 1.780
190 300 620 1.680
178 2R5 560 1,584
170 210 545 1,490
140 228 450 1230
110 192 390 1.030
SECTION 6
Drips and support'
Each piping installation atiell in-
clude a drip installed adjacent to
the meter location The diameter
of drips shall not be less than
that of the pipe to which attached
and of a length at least six (6)
times said diameter No drip less
than four (4-4) inches long shall
be inetalled. All vertical risers
shall be corineeted with a plugged
tee located on the lower end of
the pipe
All house piping shall be secur-
ed and fastened to floor joists or
sills with galvanized pipe straps
or pipe hooks or with perforated
pipe *raps.
The maximum spacing of sup-
ports for pipitig shall bf:
L4 inch pipe — 6 feet.
inch or 1 inch pipe — 8 feet.
744 inch pipe or larger pipe
Chorinontall — 10 feet.
11/4 inch pipe or larger pipe
(vertical) — each floor.
When it is nary in running
pipe to cross through wood louts
or bourns. such joists or beams
shall never be notched more than
one-fifth (1/5) of the depth of the
.timber and such notching shall
be in no case nerther from the
point of :Lippert of the timber
than one-sixth 11S6 ) of the total
unsupported span thereof When-
ever possible, the piping should
run so that only timbers having
the shortest spans shall be cut
SECTION 9
Flues. Vents and Regulators
When more than one gas burn'
ing appliance is connected with
the same flue, the diameter of such
flue must be at leaat equal to
the cembined diameter of the vent
outlets of such appliances. No
more than three (3) applianoer
shall be oonneoted to the same
flue.
Gas furnaces and gas fired
water heaters must be provided
with vent and flue connections
having a diameter at lease as large
as the vent connections on the
appliance arid such vent must ex-
tend to open air at least two (2)
feet above roof and terminate with
a screened cap.
All vents to au burning ap-
pliances Shall be installed in the
manner required by the National
Board of Fire Underwriters.
All gas burning appliances hav-
ing pilot burners must be provid-
ed with down draft devices be-
tween the fixtures and the vent.
Central heating plantj and auto-
mates gas team radiators must be
provided with a gas regulator set
ahead of burner to regulate the
flow of gas to the appliances. Cen-
tral heating boilers must have an
automatic tornperature or pressure
control on the butler itself, con-
necting to a quick acting or snap
acting gas valve in the supply
line to the boiler. A gas pressure
regulator or governor requiring
efforts to the atmosphere for suc-
cessful operation, should be vent-
ed to the outer air. or into a com-
bustion chamber adjacent to i
constantly burning pilot
When air or oxygen under pres-
sure issued in connection with gas
supply, effective means shall be
provided to prevent the air or
oxygen from going back into die
gas PrPlng•
SECTION 10
Testa, Inspection and Certification
Of Inspection
When gas piping has been in-
stalled in a building or structure,
whether the same be new con-
etruotion. repairs or extensions,
the same musk be inspected and
tested in the presence of the Gas
Inspector or one of his assistants
and a certificate of inspection is-
sued as herein provided and an
inspection tag attached to such
piping by said Inspector. Si
test shall be made by eluting all
openings arid subjecting all the
piping to air pressure that will
support a column of mercury ten
(10) inches in height. If this col-
umn of mercury is supported by
the air pressure for at least fifteen
(15) minutes, the piping shall be
considered tight and in cornpli-
•nce with this ordinance
'No fire teat or water test mean
be permitted on any gals house
piping and WATER lezeTKD PIP-
ING WILL BE CONDEMNED AS
FAULTY.
When the system of piping and
all extensional thereto have been
completed and all openings firmly
closed, the person installing such
piping shall make the test above
provided, and if the piping is
found tight. shall make applica-
tion for test to the Gas Inspector.
Upon smell IIPPriention the said
Inspector or one of his assistants
will inspect the piping and shall
witness the test, and if the piping
is found tight and the worit clone
is in accordance with the provi-
sions of this ordinance, then such
Inspector or assistant shall issue
and deliver a certificate in sub.
stantially the following form:
No. 
This is to certify that I
have inspected and witnes-
sed the test of the gas pip-
ing in  Building
No.  Street, and
certify that the same is in-
stalled in compliance with
4he Municipal Natural Gas
System rules and regula-
tions.
Gas Inspector
By 
Any additional gas piping or
outlets installed, after the above
certificate has been issued, must
be reported for inspection and
teeted in the same manner as
pipe originally installed.
SECTION 11
Meter Location & Appliances
The house piping shall be ex-
tended to the meter locution des:g-
nated by the distributor of gas
and a swing joint provided for
connection house piping to the
meter outlet.
No gas meter shall be installed
or maintained under the floor of
any building or structor unless
there is suitable ventilation, and
in any such installation an open-
ing at least two (2) feet square
in the foundation or skirting
within two (2) feet of the meter
stall be provided and maintained.
No gas meter shall be installed
and maintained in a small un-
vented or confined space.
When more than one meter is
required to serve consurners In
one building or structure, the Gas
System may set as many meters
as there are separate consurne.rs,
connecting such meters to o n e
service line. When this is done,
the riser pipes serving the several
consumers Shall be extended to
within eighteen (18" inches and
within the same enclosure as the
meter location and shall not be
scattered, but shall drop together
:n alignment and at least three
(3") inches apart to the place
where the meters are to be set.
SECTION 12
Gas Inspector Shall Decide
Controversies
Gas Inspector shall decide
all controversies which may arise
under this ordinance, and in so
doing shall be subject to the con-
trol and direction of the Mayor
and City Council.
SECTION 13
Definitions
When used in this ordinance the
tfollowing terms shall have the
following meaning:
(1) -House Piping" is the gas
from the gas meter outlet to the
gas burning appliance or appli-
ances.
(2) "Service Line" is the gas
pipe from the Otis System's main
to the meter location.
(3) "Coated and wrapped pipe"
is iron or steel pipe which has
been thoroughly cleaned, painted
with asphalt or pitch and wrapped
with burlap. asbestos felt or other
suitable protective covering.
(4) "Person" means natural per-
son, firm, association or corpora-
tion.
SECTION 14
Penalty
Any person failing to comply
with the provisions at this ordin-
ance or failing to comply with any
order of the Gas Inspector made
pursuant to the powers herein
granted to him. Muni be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon.
conviction shall be fine in any
sum not less than Ten and no/100
($10.00) Dollars nor more than
Fifty and no,..'100 I $50.00i Dollars
for each offense, or the gas rider's
license of such person may be I
revoked or both find and revoca-
tion cd license may be imposed.
SECTION 15
Repeal
All ordinances and parts of or-
dinances in direct conflict here-
with are hereby repealed.
SECTION 16
Butane or Other commereisi
Gam
Any consumer who, at the time
of the adoption of this ordinance
is using Butane or other commer-
cial gas and wishes to revise the!
piping on his premises to use
natural gas, shall prepare a draw-
--7—","Pr"1" qI14NIMININ,
ing outlining in detail these re-
visions and shall submit this
drawing to the Gas Inspector for
his approval.
SECTION 17
Partial Invalidity
Should any portion of this or-
dinance be declared invalid, such
action shall not affect the validity
TERMITES
FREE INSPECTION
Kelley's Pest
Control
—Licensed and Insured—
Phone 441
Sam Kelley
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Way of Life possible . .a eay
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of the remain ,!. g p. o . hereof.
George Hart, Mayor
Attest. C. B Clerk
When hops. is
Weary
with waiting
- To those whose hope is
weary with waiting, Christ-
ian Science offers new and
unlimited promise.
A thankful host — your
Christian Science neighbors
— are finding satisfying an-
swers to their own prayers.
Study of the Christian Sci-
ence textbook Science and
Health with Key to the
Scriptures by Mary Baker
Eddy is bringing them last-
ing freedogrom sickness,
release fro nf fear and lack
of every sort.
It can do the same for
you, for anyone in need.
God does not deal in frac-
tions. His promises are fully
kept. are available to all
who turn aright to His care
and keeping. The way is
made plain in this great
book.
Science and Health may
be bought, borro wed, or
read at Christian Science
Reading Rooms throughout
the world.
Horace J Carver,
Publishers' Agent
One Norway Street
Boston 15, Mass.. USA.
( ) Enclosed is $3. Please send
postpaid a copy of "'Science and
esIth with Key .e ti Scriptures"
by Mary Baker Eddy :n the blue
sloth L.brary
Name
Add -
'Up ff fo /870 acceleration
advantage recorded by Radar
Wrniour TCP This car, drive's about
3000 miles on a competitive premium gasoline, has
lost some of its onpnal power. Harmful deposits
short-circuited spark plugs, caused the sagine to
"miss." Here, radar checks the cars acceleration.
WITH TCP After the same car was run on a ftw
tankfuls of Shell Premium with TCP, the radar
acceleration check was repeated. In this and similar
tests, roost cars got 6 to 18% faster pick-up—a sure
up that TCP additive had overcome deposio, stopped
spark plug short-circuiting.
Shell Premium with TCP
leaves competitive gasolines behind!
Anybody who thinks that all premium gaso-
lines are the same should have been at the test-
ing grounds recently where Shell Premium with
TCP was tested against competitive gasoline*.
That's where Shell Premium with TCP left
Competitive gasolines behind in icIsntical ac-
celeration trials.
.Here's the reason why.
Even a new car can quickly develop harmful
deposits that either pre-fire the gasoline, or
The 0c-tone-Rich Gasoline
cause spark plug short-circuiting—sometimes'
both. Power loss is inevitable.
That's where Shell Premium has the edge on
other premium gasoline'. It has TCP. And TCP
additive neutralizes these harmful deposits ...,
stops pre-firing and spark plug "miss."
The tests proved Shell Premium with TCP.
outpowered competitive gasolines—gave up to
18% better acceleration. Switch to Shell and
feel the difference.
Tradeetsd rho Not:opre tar.line
developed by Shell Ite•earclo. ?stem apploed
The Gasoline with TCP
The Most Powerful Gasoline Your Car Can Use!
Distributed By
Kentucky Lake Oil Company
Available At Your Local Shell Dealer
NEW CONCORD ROAD at CITY LIMITS, UMRRAY, KY — PHONE 152
WIS
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FRIDAY — MAY 25, 1956 -
AN ORDINANCE No. 274 REGU-
LATING HOUSE GAS PIPING
GAS APPLIANCES. FIXTURES,
AND APPARATUS IN ALL
BUILDING AND STRUCTURES
IN THE CITY OF MURRAY, KEN-
* TUC'KY AND ITS GAS SERVICE
ITERRITURIVe THE INSTALLA-
TION, CONSTRUCTION, RECON-
STRUCTION, ADJUSTMENT AND
REPAIR THEREOF, PROVIDING
WHO MAY DO SUCH WORK;
PROVIDING FOR PERMITS,
BONDS, LICENSES, INSPECTIONS
AND CERTIFICATES OF IN-
SPECTION; GIVING ADDITIONAL
POWERS TO THE GAS INSPEC-
TOR AND HIS ASSISTANTS:
• AND PROVIDING PENALTY FOR
THE VIOLATION HEREOF
4
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
MAYOR AND CITYCOUWIL of
the City of Murray, Kentucky, in
lawful meeting assembled that the
following rules and regulations
shall govern the installation, con-
Struction, reconstruction, adjustment
and repair of house gas piping,
gas appliances. fixtures and ap-
paratus in all buildings and struc-
tures in the City of Murray and
Its gas service territory.
SECTION 1
Powers and Duties of Gas Inspector
(A) The Mayor and City Council
shall appoint a competent person
as "Gas Inspector."
(B) The Gas Inspector and his
assistants are hereby authorised,
empowered and directed to in-
spect and supervise the installation,
construction, reconstruction and re-
pair of all house gas piping, gas
impliances, fixtures and apparatus
now or hereafter to be placed
in or in any manner directly
attached to any building or struc-
ture within the City of Murray
and its gas service territory. The
Gas Inspector and his assistants
shall be subject to the order,
and directions of the Mayor and
• City Council and they are hereby
vested with full authority to enter
any btulding or premises at any
reasonable time in the discharge
of their duties herein imposed.
(C) It shall be the duty of the
Inspector to receive all applications
for connection, to pass on and
approve or reject plans submitted.
to issue permits for all plumbing
work, extensions, or change in
4 location of fixtures; to sign andissue MI notices and to keep a
daily record of all applicatiths
received, plans approved and all
other matters which may pertain
thereto and to make a monthly
report of his operations to the
City Council.
(D) Be shall Inspect as often as
noes/nary all houses in the course
ellpillWn, alteration or repair
and to inspect any plumbing or
It any character already in use which
he may have reason to believe is
out of repair or is imperfect.
(E) The Inspector shall give the
owner or agent in charge of any
building written notice of any
defects in his plumbing or fixtures
or changes or repairs necessary
and sash owner or agent shall
within five (5) days after such
notice make necessary changes or
repairs. If the owner or agent
faiLs to comply witih this notice.
the Gas Inspector may order the
A
See & Hear
Lt. Gov.
Harry L. Waterfield
Speak For
Joe B. Bates
Democratic Candidate
for U. S. Senator
from Kentucky
TODAY 6:30-6 P.m.
KFVS-TV — Channel 12
Bates for Senator
Committee
Vacation
Bible
School
CHURCH OF
CHRIST
7th and Poplar
May 28 thru June 1
Classes For All Ages
Bro. E. Clevenger will
teach the high school
and college class.
Bro. Don Kester will
teach the adult class.
8:30-11:00 a.m. Daily
A picnic will be held on
Friday afternoon and a
program is planned for
Friday night.
Gas Service Department to turn to a licensed
off the • gas and it shall not licensed to
thereafter turn the gas on again
until the Gas Inspector has certi-
fied that such defects have been
repaired or removed.
(F) The Gas Inspector shall fur-
nish the Gas Service Department
with a copy ..of .each certificate
of inspection. Said Departnfent
shall not.turn gas into any new
or altered or repaired system of
gas until such certificate has been
received.
(G) It shall also be the duty
of the Inspector to investigate
all alleged violations of the pro-
visions of this ordinance and to
file camplaints wben necessary.
No one except an employee of
the Municipal Natural Gas System
shall at any time turn on any
valve or cock or in 'any way
tamper or make any connection
with any gas main, meter, meter
connection or gas service pipe
between the main and the meter.
User, however. may turn off gas
at main jet valve in case of an
emergency.
SECTION 2
Gas Fitter's Bond and License
Every person, before entering
upon the installation, construction,
reconstruction or repair of any
house piping in the City of Murray
and its gas service territory, shall
be required to take out a gas
plumbing license, the cost of which
shall be Ten and no/100 ($10.00)
Dollars. Said license may be re-
newed at any time during the
months of January and February
in the year following its issuance
upon the payment of the sum of
Ten and no/100 ($10.00) Dollars.
Before said license is issued, the
party applying for same, shall
pa= such examination required
by the Mayor and City Council
as to his knowledge of gas fitting,
shall deposit with the Clerk of
the City of Murray a bond in
the principal sum of One Thousand
and no/100 ($1.000.00) Dollars.
executed by a solvent surety com-
pany, ionditioned that the prin-
cipal therein shall faithfully comply
with the terms of this ordinance
and shall indemnify and hold
_1*
TEE LEDGER & MURRAY, KY.
plumber or a person
do such work in
accordance with the provisions of
this ordinance.
SECTION 5
Only Approved Appliances
to be Installed
All gas appliances shall be of
a _design .and construction approved
as to safety by the American
Gas Association, except such ap-
paratuses said Association does
not accept for test and approval,
and such apparatus not so accepted
must be of a design and con-
struction set forth in specifications
of the Bureau of Standards of
the United States Department of
Commerce.
In all buildings, the connections
to gas burning appliances shall
he of rigid metal, or copper tubing
not to exceed six (6') feet in
length.
No gas burning appliance or
any portion thereof coming in
direct contact with gas flames
or hot gases shall be placed less
than ten (1.0") inches from any
woodwork or wooden lath and
plaster partition, unless metal
shields are provided, securely at-
tached and so placed as to pre-
serve an air space of not less
than one (1") inch between such
shield and partitions. Where such
shields are provided, the ten (10-)
inch clearance above specified may
be reduced to six (6") inches.
SECTION 6
Materials
All gas house piping shall be
of best quality wrought iron, black
or galvanized steel, copper or brass,
free from all defects. The use
of SECOND HAND OR FtECON-
DITIONED PIPE is forbidden.
Such part of said pipe as is
laid under or upon the surface
of the ground shall be one (1)
harrnlese the said City of Murray
and all persons interested, against
all costs, expenses, damage and
injury sustained by the negligence
of such principal, his agents. eer-
yenta snit- employees. otitis farture-
to comply ethically with the terms
of this ordinance in doing work
made the subject matter hereof.
end otherwise to be in the form
and exesuted as required by the
Mayor and City Ciuncil. Upon
approval of any such bond by
the Mayor and City Council, the
Cleric shall wortirwith issue to
the principal therein a license,
which shall remain in force only
so long as said principal's bond
is effective. Such bond shall be
renewed annually on the first
day of January of each year as
• prerequisite to the iseuance of
a license for said year. Said license
shall be conspicuously displayed
at place of business.
The license may be at any time
suspended or revoked by the City
Council upon recommendation of
the Inspector for any violation of
the terms of this ordinance.
SECTION 3
Property Owner's Responsibility
No property owner shall cause,
or permit, any installation, con-
struction, reconstruction or repair
of any gas house piping in the
City of Murray and its gas service
'territory before the person so
doing the work shall have first
obtained 5 permit from the In-
spector to do same, and the
mere fact that said work has been
done will be coneidered sufficient
to hold and render said property
owner amenable to this rule
SECTION 4
Application for PermIta
Before the construction, recon-
struction, installation or repair of
any gas house piping, suitable
plans and specifications of all the
work proposed to be done, showing
clearly the sizes at pipe, kind
of fittings, locations and measure-
ments, made out on blanks fur-
nished by the Inspector and pro-
perly signed by the Owner, his
agent, or- other authorised re-
presentative and filed at the office
of the Inepector All connections
and fixtures shall be neatly drawn
in the following manner: in cam
of new work or extension of
old work. black Ink shall be
used. In case of old work, red
ink Shall be used.
If the plans are approved by
the Inepector he will issue a writ-
ten permit within two days after
the application Is filed; no change
or modification of approved plans
will be permiteed unless such
change or modification be autho-
rized by the Owner or Agent,
submitted to and approved by
the Inspector and placed on file
as in the case of original work:
and further no infraction of rules
not specifically authorized in writ-
ing by the Inspector, although
it may be shown on plan and
has pawed inspection, will be
permitted. The Inspector always
reserves the right to compel the
plumber to rectify any Infraction
of the rules even though the
wort has passed inspection and
a final inspection certificate issued
and the plumbers bond will be
held for same.
No permit to install, construct.
reconstruct or repair any gas house
piping *hall be issued, except
;size larger than ordinary and
shall be galvanized or coated
and wrapped, as the term "coated
and wrapped" is herein defined.
Such part of said pipe as is
laid in or touching any material
corroding or tending to corrode.
Iron or steel pipe, such as cinders,
cinder ;concrete, .etc., shall be coatsd
and wrapped.,
Gas fittings for piping three
(3") inches in diameter or smaller
shall be galvanized or black malle-
able iron, copper or brass, but
cast iron 'fittings are permitted
for piping for a diameter greater
than three (3") inches.
On concealed piping no bushings.
or running threads, are to be
used, but faced bushings are per-
mitted on exposed piping. When
piping is cut for repairs. it shall
be reconnected with ground joint
unions. Three way valves and
the use of cement for repairing
the pipe and fittings are forbidden_
All gas piping must be reamed
free of burrs.
When extensions to house piping
are made. the provisions hereof
providing greatest length of pipe
of various sizes allowed must be
complied with.
When necessary to connect two
sises of pipe. a reducing coupling
shall be used.
Gas must not be supplied from
a smaller pipe to a larger pipe.
All branch outlet pipes shall
be taken from the top or sides
of main supply lines and never
from below.
SECTION 7
She and Length of Pipe
All pipe installed shall be of
sufficient size to provide necessary
delivery of gas and at a pressure
loss not to exceed 0.3 inch water
column, in accordance with the
following tabulation:
Capacity of Pipe of Different Diameters
and Lengths in Cu. Ft. per Hr. with Pres-
sure Drop of 0.3 In. and Specific Gravity of
0.60.
of
Pipe
IRON PIPE SIZE (IPS) INCHES
(Ft) % 1 134 134 2 3
is
30
4.5
so
75
90
105
12.0
150
11111
210
240
270
300
450
600
711- I12 I46
62 120 241
43 W
38 66
77
75
es
SECTION 8
Drips and Supports
Each piping installauon stall in-
clude a drip installed adjacent to
the meter location The diameter
of drips Mall not be less than
that of the pipe to which attached
arid of a length at least six (6)
times said diameter No drip less
than four (4"4) inches long shall
be insitalled. All vertical risers
shell be connected with a plugged
tee located on the lower end of
the pipe
All house piping shall be secur-
ed and fastened to floor joists or
sills with galvanized pipe straps
or pipe hooks or with perforated
pipe straps
The maximum spacing of sup-
ports for piping shall be:
% inch pipe 
— 6 feet.
% inch or 1 inch pipe — 8 feet.
11/4 inch pipe or larger pipe
(borimntal) — 10 feet
1314 inch pipe or larger pipe
(vertics1) — each floor
When it is necessary in raining
pipe to cross through wood joists
or beans, such joists or beams
shall never be notched more than
one-ftfth (1/5) of the depth of the
timber and leach notching shall
be in no awe further from the
point of support od the timber
than one-sixth (1/6) of the total
unsupported span thereof When-
ever possible, the piping ahduld
run so that only timbers having
the shortest spans shall be cut.
SECTION 9
Floes, Venta and Regulators
When more than one gas burn-
ing applianre is connected with
the some flue, the diameter of such
flue must be at least equal to
the combined diameter of the vent
outlets of such appliances, No
more than three (3) appliances
shall be connected to the same
flue.
Gas furnaces and gas fired
water heaters must be provided
with vent and flue connections
having a diameter at least as large
as the vent connections on the
appliance and ouch vent must ex-
tend to open air at least two (2)
feet above root and terminate with
a screened cap.
All vents to gas berning ap-
pliances shall be installed in the
manner required by the Nitional
Board of Fire Underwriters.
All gas burning appliances hav-
ing pilot burners must be provid-
ed with down draft devices be-
tween the fixtures and the vent.
Central heating plants and auto-
'750 INA MIS CMOs
535 850 1,780 4.700
199 435 705 1.475 3,900
173 380 610 1,290 3,450
156 345. 545 LIN 3.0011
141 310 490 1,000 2a700
131 285 460 e20 2.4.20
1.20 270 420 (4410 2.300
100 242 380 780 2,006
100 225 550 720 1,950
92 205 320 660 1.780
190 300 620 1,680
178 2A5 580 1.580
170 210 545 1,490
140 226 450 1230
119 In 390 1.030
milk- gas team radiators must be
provided with a gas regulator set
ahead of burner to regulate the
flow of gas to the appliances Cen-
tral heating boilers muet have an
automatic temperature or pressure
control on the boiler itself, con-
necting to a quick acting or snap
acting gas valve in the supply
line to the boiler. A gas pressure
regulator or governor requiring
access to the atmosphere for suc-
cessful operation, should be vent-
ed to the outer air or into a com-
bustion chamber adjacent to a'
constantly burning pilot
When air or oxygen under pres-
sure issued in connection with gas
eupply, effentive meats shall be
provided to prevent the air or
oxygen from going back into the
gas piping
SECTION 10
Tests. Inspection and Certification
Of Inspection
When gas piping has been in-
stalled in a building or structure,
whether the same be new con-
struction, repairs or extensions,
the same musk be Inspected and
tested in the presence of the Gas
Inspector or one of him assistants
and a certificate of inspection is-
sued as herein provided and an
inspection tag attached to such
piping by said Inspector. Such
test shall be made by closing all
openings and subjecting all the
piping to air pressure that will
support a column of mercury ten
(10) inches in height If this col-
umn at mercury is supported by
the air pressure for at least fifteen
(15) minutes, the piping shall be
considered tight and in comp/l-
ance with this ordinance
No fire test or water test shall
be permitted on any gal house
piping and WATER eszaTED PIP-
ING WILL BE CONDEMNED AS
FAULTY.
When the system of piping and
ell, extensions thereto have been
completed and all openings firmly
closed, the person installing such
piptrpg shall nuke the test above
provided, and if the piping is
found tight, shall make applies-
tion for teat to the Gas Impactor.
Upon ruch application the said
Inspector or one a his assistants
will inspect the piping and shall
witness the test, and if the piping
is found tight and the work done
is in accordance with the provi-
sions of this ordinance, then such
Inspector or assistant shall issue
and deliver a certificate in sub.
a
stantielly the following form:
No 
This is to certify that I
have inspected and witnes-
sed the test of the gas pip-
ing in  Building
No.  Street. and
certify that the same is in-
stalled in compliance with
the Municipal Natural Gas
System rules and regula-
tions.
GILS Inspector
By 
Any additional gas piping or
outlets installed, after the above
certificate has been issued, must
be reported for inspection and
tested in the same manner as
pipe originally installed
SECTION 11
Meter Location Appliances
The house piping shall be ex-
ended to the meter losartion desig-
nated by the distributor of ges
and a swing joint provided for
connection house piping to the
meter outlet.
No gas meter shall be installed
or maintained under the floor of
any building or structor unless
there is suitable ventilation, and
in any such installation an open-
ing at least two (2) feet square
in the foundation or skirting
within two (2) feet of the meter
shall be provided and maintained.
No gas meter shall be installed
and maintained in a email on-
vented or confined space.
When more than one meter is
required to serve consumers in
one building or structure, the Gas
System may set as many meters
as there are separate consumers,
connecting such meters to o n e
service line. When this is done,
the riser pipes serving the several
consumers stall be extended to
within eighteen (18" inches and
within the same enclosure as the
meter location and shall not be
scattered, but shall drop together
in alignment and at least three
(3") inches apart to the place
where the meters are to be set.
SECTION 12
Gas Inspector Shall Decide
Controvereles
a
-41
The Gas Inspector shall decide
all controversies which may arise
under this ordinance, and in so
doing shall be subject to the con-
trol and direction of the Mayor
and City Council.
SECTION 13
Definitions
When used in this ordinance the
tfollowing terms shall have the
following meaning:
(1) "House Piping" is the gas
from the gas meter outlet to the
gas burning appliance or appli-
ances.
(2) "Service Line" is the gas
pipe from the Gas System's main
to the meter location.
(3) "Coated and wrapped pipe"
is iron or steel pipe which has
been thoroughly cleaned, painted
with asphalt or pitch and wrapped
with burlap, asbestos felt or other
suitable protective covering.
(4) "Person" means natural per-
son, firrn. association or corpora-
tion.
SECTION 14
Penalty
Any person failing to comply
with the provisions of this ordin-
ance or failing to comply with any
order of the Gas Inspector made
pursuant to the powers herein
granted to hun. shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor. and upon
conviction shall be fine in any
atm not less than Ten and no/100
($10.00) Dollars nor more than
Fifty and noS100 ,$50.00) Dollars
for each offense, or the gas fitter's
license of such person may be
revoked or both find and revoca-
tion of license may be imposed.
SECTION 15
Repeal
All ordinances and parts of or-
dinances in direct conflict here-
with are hereby repealed.
SECTION 16
Butane or Other Commercial
Gas
Any consumer who, at the time
of the adoption of this ordinance
is using Butane or other commer-
cial gas and wishes to revise the
piping on his premises to use
natural gas, shall prepare a draw-
ing outlining in detail these re-
visions and shall submit this
drawing to the Gas Inspector for
his approval.
SECTION 17
Partial Invalidity
Should any portion of this or-
dinance be declared invalid, such
action shall-not affect the-validity
emmai:auddsmaraiEmlirkir
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of the remaining pert:0ns hereof.
George Hart, Mayor
Attest. C. B o, Clerk
When hope is
Weary
with waiting
To those whose hope is
weary with waiting, Christ-
ian Science offers new and
unlimited promise.
A thankful host — your
Christian Science neighbors
— are finding satisfying an-
,wers to their own prayers.
Study of the Christian Soi-
ence textbook Science and
Health with Key to the
Scriptures by Mary Baker
Eddy is bringing them last-
ing freedom from sickness,
release from fear and lack
of every sort.
It can do the same for
you, for anyone in need.
God does not deal in frac-
tions. His promises are fully
kept, are available to all
who turn aright to His care
and keeping. The way is
made plain in this great
book.
Science and Health may
be bought, borro wed, or
read at Christian Science
Reading Rooms throughout
the world.
Horace J. Carver,
Publishers' Agent
One Norway Street
Boston. 15, Mass.. U.S.A.
( ) Enclosed is $3. Please send
postpaid a copy of "Science and
Health with Key so ti- Scriptures"
by Mary Baker Eddy :n the blue
cloth Library Edition.
s:ame
Address
Up Ia /1370 acceleration
advantage recorded by Radar
,
:".
WITHOUT TCP This ear, drivels about
3(0) miles On a competitive premium gasoline, has
lost some of its original power Harmful deposits
short-circuited spark plugs, caused the slime to
"miss." Here, radar checks the car's acceleration.
WITH TCP After the same car was run on a few
tankfuls of Shell Premium with TCP, the radar
acceleration check was repeated. In this and similar
tests, most cars tot 6 to IV', faster pick-up—s sure
ago that TCP additive had overcome deposits, stopped
spark plug short-circuiting.
Shell Premium with TCP
leaves competitive gasolines behind
Anybody who thinks that afl premium gaso-
line are the same should have been at the test-
ing grounds recently where Shell Premium with
TCP was tested against competitive gasoline'.
That's where Shell Premium with TCP left
competitive gasoline, behind in identical ac-
celeration trials.
,Here's the reason why.
Even a new car can quickly develop harmful
deposits that either pre-fire the gasoline, or
The Octane-Rich Gasoline
cause spark plug short-circuiting—sospetimes'
both. Power loss is inevitable.
That's where Shell Premium has the edge on
other premium gasolines. It has TCP. And TCP
additive neutralizes these harmful deposits ...,
stops pre-firing and spark plug "miss."
The tests proved Shell Premium with TCP.
outpowered competitive gasolines—gave up to
18% better acceleration. Switch to Shell and
feel the difference.
•Shell'. Tradyst•yi for Ai; wage. Sase/ine addit;Ye
de...eloped by 45.11 Resitarck. Patent apphed
Tire Gasoline with TCP
The Most Powerful Gasoline Your Car Can Use!
Distributed By
Kentucky Lake Oil Company
Available At Your Local Shell Dealer
NEW CONCORD ROAD at CITY LIMITS UMRRAY, KY — PHONE 152
1.
•
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3Irs. Ronald Baird
Hostess For Meet
Of Circle V WSCS
Carle V of the Woman's Society
of Christian Service of the First
Methodist Church held its month-
la. meeting Monday, May 21, at
seven-thirty o'clock in the even-
- Ini-ITT the home of Mrs.. Ronald
Baird
Mrs John Semmoris was the
devotional leader and discussed
the 1952-1956 goals of the WSCS.
The pragram leader was Mrs.
Harold Gish She gave a talk on
the -Volunteer Service of the
Woman's Society
Mrs. Ben Grogan discussed the
Importance of mak-ng your pledge
to the society.
The chairman. Mrs R.chard
Farrell. opened the meeting with a
prayer. Ten members answered
the roll call. Mrs Porter Holland
was a guest.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Baird
A eken:c is bearig planned for
L n., June meeting
Mrs. Butterworth
Gives Devotion At
Alice Waters Meet
Tne Alice Water; C .rc:e of the
Wcntlan's Society of Christian Ser-
vice of the First Methodist Church
heai its regular meeting in the
social hall of the churoh on Mon-
day. May 21. at seven-tirty o'clock
in the even.ng.
Mrs A. D Butterworth was the
devouonal speaker for the evening
ar.d used as her theme -for her
tails. aGe:den
The program leader was Mrs
FLetard Lek who rev.ewed the
goals of the WSCS for the past
lour years.
Folios:rig the iheeti.--g refresh-
ments were served by the hostes-
ses. Mas......Clasaser M.:Lanark...and
M:s6 A:bert Er:x
r---FERSONALS 1
Dr . McE:rath
wa! atteaa ale gratoisaing tea:ris-
es of the Southern Brow% Theolo-
Serrarary at Louisville this
weekend l'hr youngest son. Mi-
kan,. will receive his DD degree.
Hugh. thea- eldest soo. is a faculty
member in the School of Church
Club News Activities
Weddings Locals
Mother-Daughter Banquet Held Hy Young
Women's Class Of First Baptist Church
The annual Mother - Daughter dull, Jake Dunn. Bethel Richard-
Banquet of the Young Women's eon, J B. Rkfardson, Leon Bur-
Sunday School Class of the First
Baptist Church was held on Mon-
day, Slay 21, at te Woman s Club
House with Mrs. Leon Burkeen
as the toiestrastress
Mrs. Thomas Hogancamp was
the guest' speaker for the evening.
In her tale:.te.i and charn..:.g man-
ner she gave an inspirational talk
on -Mothers of the Bible- with
special emphases on the mother
of Moses. She stressed the impo:--
tance. nfaience, and rewards of ,
motherhood.
Special music was by Harry
Hampsher wadi Mrs. Harnpaher at
the piano He also led in group
singing. The welcorne was given
by Mrs. Hamer with the re-
sponse by Mrs. R. A. Sknker Mrs.
A. G. Outland, teacher of the
c:ass. led the closing prayer.
Mrs. Gus Robertson. Jr.. seas in
criarge of the program and intro-
duced the guest speaker
The club nouse was attractively
decorated with arrangements of
red and wnite roses arid mock
orange blossoms An all white
arrangement was used on the
piano.
Mrs Alvis E. Jones, Mrs. Velma
Wisehart, Mrs. Bethel Itcharctson,
Mrs Sadie Carson. and Mrs Mar- The Woman's Missionary Society
ian Farris were the hostesses
.ce the Memorial Baptist Church
Those present were Mesdames
will hold its general meeting at
Carson. W...wharta'Hassell Kay-ken. the church at seven-thirty o'clock.
keen Ed Burkeer., A. G. Outland,
Ray Brownfield. Robert W. Mule,
Edgar Overbey, H W. Wilson, Ed-
win Foust, Alvis E Jones, Pearl
Jones, Voris Wells. Hafton Garner,
Thomas Hogancarnp. Gus Ftobert-
sera Jr, R. A. Slinker. Joe Bob
Sams, Sue Ella Futrell. Hugo Wil-
son, Terry Lawrence. Rubin James,
Allen McCoy, ?Jennie McCoy, rip
Miller. Vernon Outland. W. L.
Polly, Ray Buckingham. H. C.
Ctules, Graves Sledd. J. M. Con-
verse, Mary Ray, James Brown,
J. S. Ahart, Gandel Reaves. Fred
Gingles. Leon Hale; Masses Vivian
Hale and Sheila Polly, and Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Hampsher.
 1
.41pha Department
To Meet Saturday
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house on Saturday.
May 26. at two-thirty o'clock in
the afternoon.
Dr Edwin Larson will be the
guest speaker. Special music will
be by Mr. And Mrs. Robert Baer Mr and Mrs. Jaime Glenn Har-
Names will be tabled and the
• rell of Murray Route Five an-
chairman. Mrs. G. Scott, urges 
flounce the birth of a son, Lamar
all members to attend.
The hostesses will be Mrs
Thomas Venable. Mrs. R. T. Wells.
Mrs Seiburn White. Mrs. Wayne
Wahams, Mrs. A. M. Wolfson, and
Miss Nellie Mae Wyman.
• • • •
Jar rubbers attached to the un-
derside can keep small rugs from
slipping.
PERSONALS
Mrs. G. B. Scott has recently tal Thursday. May 10.
return v1 from a ten day visit • • •
with relatives in Dallas, Texas.
While there she visited with El-
liot Wilkinson and family and Mrs.
Vial Mondy. the former Mahe
Wakinson, formerly of Murray.• • • .•
SOCIAL CALENDAR
Lydian Class lias
Meeting On Tuesday
The Lydian Sunday Schoo. Ciass .
of the Ftrst Baptist Chur h met !
Tuesday. May 22 at seven-thirty
o'caack L..n the evenarg at the home
of aiLas Guy Baltrigton
Mrs. M T Tarry, pre.s.dent, ea:
led the Mitring to drder and pra
sided peer the business session
The guest devotional Speaker for
the evening was Mna Harry
Hempshee, who gave a mom iin-
ep.r.rig talk on the thane. ''rribute
To Our Mothers", using as her
scripture Proverbs 31
During the social hour a delight-
ful party pi ite was served to each
one by Group VI. Mrs. Wilburn
Farr*. captain; Mrs. Bredburn
Rale, Mrs James Taylor, Mrs.
Harry Jenkins. a n d Mrs Cecil
Paechall.
Friday, May 26
The Coldwater Homemakers Club
will meet with Mrs. Ethel Dar-
nell at one otkicir
• • • •
Monday, May 26
The Protean= Homemakers Club
will meet with Mrs C. C Weath-
erford at one-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
Tuesday. May 219
M.ss Loisan Watters will present
a group of her piano pupils in a
recital at 7:313 a clock at the Mur-
ray High School
• • • •
linharday. May 25
Iherrayan6 A ttsad
1 ions C onventient
A group of Murrayans attended
ktise State Lions Club Convention
/held ia Middlesboro tram Satur-
day. May IS, to Tueeday, May 22
The couples also visited Cumber-
land Falls and other scenic points
enroate.
Those attending the convidstion
were Mr. and Mrs M C Ellis.
Mr and Mrs. Henry Fulton, Mr.
and Mrs' Marvtn Harris, and Mr.
and Mrs Joe Pat Ward.
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at two-thirty
o'clock.
• • • •
Monday, May 28
The Amer:can Legion Auxiliary
will meet at the Legion Hall at
seven o'clock. The district presi-
dent wall be present.
HOUSEHOLD HINTS
Put flour and seasonings into an
ernpty shortening can arid use to
flour meats before frying Put sev-
eral meces of meat in and close
lid Shake well, let stand a few
eeconds, open and you have even-
ly floured meat.
A asal bar may be used as a
bolder to keep trays uprkgha an a
cupboar.
i• • t • •
NG HOT
CLINTON. Ill. 4.14 —W E. Gordon
got hot under the collar today
waiting for a robin to hatch four
eggs
The robin built its nest in
Gordon's air conditioner outside his
vrindow. tte doesn't have the heart
to turn on the machine until the
eggs hatch
t vote for Senator Clements' opponent is a vote of approv-
al for Chandler's program of Dictatorship and
TAX
TAX
TAX
SPEND
SPEND
SPEND
PROMISE
PROMISE
PROMISE
Over 700 new taxpayers in Calloway County will have to file income tax returns for this year.
These tax payers will be in the lower income bracket.
Those taxpayers already filing will have an increase of approxirnatly 50%.
The income tax of every working
increased effective January 1, 1956 and
But, the Keeneland Race Track
man and woman in Calloway County and Kentucky has been
employers will start withholdings effective July 1, 1956.
gamblers are exempt from taxation.
Don't forget to vote for Senator Earle C. Clements May 29. The friend of the farmer, educator,
wage earner, veteran, businessman, the young new voter, the elder citizen, and citizens from all walks
of life.
P.S. The opponent of Senator Clements, in the fourteen (14) years he served in the U.S. Congress,
did not sponsor successfully, a single piece of farm legislation.
ELECTION DAY - Tues., May 29 ELECTION DAY . Tues., May n ELECTION es., May 29
_
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Keys Ellison
of Hardin are the parents of a
daughter, Debra Jane. weighing
eight pounds 13 ounces, born at
the Murray Hospital Tuesday. May
8.
• • • •
Hendon, weighing eight pounds
nine ounces. born at the Murray
Hospital Friday, May 11.
• • • •
Brenda Ruth is the name chosen
by Mr. and Mrs. Charles Macon
Overcast of Hazel for the.r daugh-
ter, weighing eight pounds itv
ounces. born at the Murray thaapi-
•
• 1
41!
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Clayton of 13ischanan, Tenn, Route
One, on Friday. May 14, at the
Murray Hissiatal.
• • • •
A daughter, Roma Lisa, weigh-
ing six pounds 12 ounces, was born
to Mr. and Mrs. Hume David
Norris of Calvert City Route One
on Tuesday, May 8, at the Murray
Hospital.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Erwin and
small daughter, Eve, of Mobile,
Ala., ,are spending the week with
Mr. Erwin's parents, Mr. and Mrs
Hub Erwin.
• 1, • •
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Wayne
Nance of Murray Route Three are
the parents of a s o ra Thomas
Wayne, weighing six paunch 10,a
ounces, born at the Murray Hos-
pital Thursday, May 10.
• • •
A son. Joey Gerald, weighing
six pounds 14 ounces. was born
to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Gerald
NEW DADDY TAKING HER HOME
NEWLY ADOPTED Korean war orphan Marguerite Pa Rocke look/
wide-eyed as daddy, U. S. Marine Sgt Robert A. Rocke, gives
her hair a doing as they prepare to start for home, Some 10,000
miles away in Miami. Fla. Rocke is with the 1st Marine Par
Wing. Back home are wile Amelia and son Mike. (International)
•
-
Riakie Allen is the name chosen
by Mr. and Mrs. John Franklin
Moore of Golden .Pond Route One
for their .son. weighing eight
pounds 101, ounces, born at the
Murray Hospital Thursday, May 10.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Ellishe Harold
Mohundro of Murray Route Three
announce the birth of a son, Rob-
ert Mason, weighing seven pounds
eight ounces, born at the Murray
Hospital Sunday. May 13.
lina. and Mrs. Alfred Coyle,
1302 Poplar, are the parents of a
son, Alfred Bruce 11, weighing
seven pounds fise ounces ,born at
the Murray Hospital Sunday, May
13.
• • • •
RIGHT PLACE
t)
NEW HAVEN, (Ift — A small
black dog limped into a hospital
Monday, rolled over and held up
its paw.
Imbedded in the paw was a tiny
thorn. A doctor removed it and
the grateful dog balked and left.
TODAY
VrAtarikaaff4E and SAT.
- WESTERN SHOW
2 BIG FEATURES!
FILMED IN TECHNICOLOR
WILLIAM HOLDEN
in "STREETS
OF LAREDO"
with WILLIAM BENDIX
MONA FREEMAN
ALAN LADD in
"WHISPERING
SMITH" with'
ROBERT PRESTON
BRENDA MARSHALL
Just Once A Year
Claussner Hosiery Friendship Week Sale
75 Gauge
10 Denier
Reg. $1.95
Sale Price $1.33
3 prs. $3.85
60 Gauge
15 Denier
Sale Price $1.09
3 prs. $3.15
66 Gauge
12 Denier
Reg. $1.65
Sale Price $1.19
3 prs. $3.45
51 Gauge
IS Denier
Reg. $1.15
Sale Price 99c
3 prs. - $2.90
Seamless
Bare Leg
Nude Heel
Reg $1 11
Sale $1.09
3 prs. $3.15
1
Nationally, advertised Claussner Hosiery as savings you
can't afford to miss. Not a clearing hut the season's
newest hues at substantial savings. Maker's cooperation
makes this savings event possible. Don't delay, choose
from top selections today. Friendship Week 
ends Satur-
day!
Our
Annual
Friendship
Sale
Sale Starts Saturday May 26 — Ends June 2
LITTLE TON'S 5.
1
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FOR SALE
PLYMOUTH 4-door DeLuxe sedan.
Radio, heater. defroster. Good
motor, clean throughout $12500.
18th and Main. Phone 1303 .M26P
FOR SALE: 1253 % ton DODGE
pickup, has aong whee1base,6:50x16
6 ply tires, heater, electric wind-
alithield wipers, steel back bumper
and hitch This truck has never
been used for hauling, and is in
perfect condition. If you need a
good pickup. this is it - $750 Ask
for Burns Killebrew at the Ledger
and Timed between 8 a.m. and
4 pm.
USED PIANOS. Large stock in -
/alluding sorne small ones., N e w
pinet pianos Seiburn White, 403
Chestnut St, Murray, Ky. M26P
1% TON CHEVROLET truck. long
wheel base, flat bed. Good condi
Lion. Will seU cheap. Phone 85
or 526. laf25C
ONE PAIR of shoe skates. Size 7.
Good as new. Only used 3 times.
Call 466-J-3. M25C
DEEP FREEZE. Call 1160-.J. M26C
ONE NEATLY furnished trailer.
100 South 13th St. Call 441. M.26C
1. NEW three bedroom brick on
nice lot, east front, kitchen, dinet-
te, large living room, car port
and storage room, electric heat.
fully insulated, well located.
2. NICE two bedroom brick with
garage, only one year old. This
house is well built, one nice lot
in new addition, has east front.
Has FHA loan. Owner will trans-
fer.
3. SIX room house on S. 15th St,
CROSSWORD PUZZLE ""-- to ""eraa" Pu"
A'CO$$
1-Trumpet
6-Part of I hurch
9-1>erlares
11-Winged
12--Church
dignitary
14-Cylindrical
dl 15-Period of time16
-Rugged
mountain crest
111-One, no matter
which
19-Point
21-Anger
22-Total
23-l'art of fac•
•
'a
13-Peet
211-Note of seal*
29-Communists
51-oheers es
33-lootlike part
34-Shanty
38-Resort
13-Algonouiiin
Indian
39-Swift
41-Corded clods
43-Thoueht
45-Retreat
47-Lessens
4 -(flossy fabric
49-Winter vehicle
50 Want
cri sIII AEJ2
00B11 mum mama
ram maw augiA
ammo MUMMOOU OMMIA guo
magi =moo
sommo mown
moms clam
mom II®t mooOMBOU Immo
moan wog mooMUG ia ULde000 NAM LION
•
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'3
7.
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DOWN
1-liealthy
::-Secret
3-Repusers
4-New lk.ai
&jimmy
1-Mohammedan
commander
11-Posnp.us Show
7-Rensain erect
11'--21311•19eTY10-94ush.a.
written
11 -Simian
la-Great Lake
17-Teutonic deity
20-1EurnPeane
32-Sign of zodiac,
24-Turf
211--Desoueed
211-Rebste
30-Food fish
32,AZost
31
33-Portaining to
the Pope
3S- A bov•
37 Eagle's neat
34-rries
39-Things. In law
in-French- rif the
42-Awalt de, .akin
44-Man's name
44-Sunburn
Helm YOU been looking for an
8i5x11 filing cabinet .hat is handy,
comact, easy to carry? We have
it in the Stee:master File-It Cases.
All me.al construction with lock
and easy carrying handle. On
display in he Office Supply De-
partment of the Daily Ledger &
Times, phone 55. TF
RUG and UPHOLSTRY cleaning.
Moth-proffed at no extra cost. Wall
cleaning service. Call "Specialty"
Wall and Rug Deterger CO., 6534.
420C
only one block from college, large r--
 ......_...1
screened-in back porch, garage, 
Lot 73x200, could easily be made 4 ROOM MODERN apartment
.nto two apartments. Plenty of unfurnished. R. W. Churchill, Ph,
room on lot for garage apartanent. T. M25C
Full price $6,450.00. Baucurn
Reality Agency, 500 Main. Office
phone 48 Night 90I-M or 1447.
NOTICE
.1=1.•••
WHY Mil NEW MOTOR when
you can get one completely re-
built for one-hal/ price of new
motor, from one horse power ‘o
one hundred horse power. We also
buy, sell, and exchange. Pierceall
Electric. W Broadway, Mayfield,
Kentucky. Day phone 2173, night
1626-M. 27P
BUSINESS MEN! Do you forget
those important appointments or
perhaps remember them at the
last nionent? Do you need a com-
pact attractively bound book for
appointments, memoranda, diary
and addresses? We have just the
thing in a Nascon Day-At-A-
Glance Undated, refillable and
pocket-size with simulated leather
case with inner pocket. L-dger &
Times Office Supply Department,
_Phone 55. TF
DO YOU neeo protecuon against
the loss of your valuables by 'ire?,
Theft? Buy a compact Victor Trea-
rure Chest certdied by .he Nation-
al Association of Safe Manulac-
'urers. The Daily Ledger & Times
'Office Supply, Phone 55
MONUMENTS first class material
Araillt4; aad marble, large selec-
tion sty let sizes. call 85, biome
phone 526. See at Calloway Monu-
ment Works. Ves.er Orr, owner.
West Main St.. near college. J5C
  - - — —
SPINET PIANO
Wonderful buy for reliable
party in this az.agessurre•
balance on smell
ments. Area Manager will
range inspection, demonstration
and delivery. Write Credit
Mr, Joplin Piano Company,
Box 784, Paducah. Ky
Challenge For Dr. Mays
A new novel by ELIZABETH SEIFERT.
1A53, by Elizabeth Seifert Reprinted by permission of the publish.
Cr, Dodd, Mead k Cc, Inc. Distributed by King Features Syndicate
CHAPTER 1
ELEN BLANDIN stirred, sat
up. blinked her eyes and
straightened the pencil in her
limp fingers. Nibbling at Its end,
she squinted across the room at
the clock. John was very late.
Ten minutes after eleven was
no time to go whimsical. Not on
a Monday night, with spring
housecleaning ahead of her, the
month's meals to plan - and to-
day's tasks still aching reminis-
cently in her museles.
Her head tilted alertly A fan
of light swept across the window
draperies: she got up swiftly and
snapped on the garage lights,
then walked to the side door.
John's smile was both glad to
see her, and reproving that she
should be waiting. "I'll take to
staying out all night," he threat-
ened as he kissed her.
"I wanted to hear about the
meeting."
"That's good, because sure as
anything I'm going to talk about
It.'.
She turned to look at him. As
he hung his trench coat in the
hall closet, the bright overhead
light shone down upon his crest
0 of brown hair and threw a gro-
tesque shadow of his pipe-in-
mouth profile against one wall.
There was, definitely, an air of
repressed excitement about Dr.
John Mandril.
"Ill get some milk," she said,
passing him.
"We should go to bed."
She was already in the kitchen,
setting things upon it tray. When
she returned to the living room,
John was slanted into his arm-
chair, and he lifted an eyebrow
ruefully. "You !moll me-even to
fresh brownies."
When he had finished a third
of the milk and two brownies,
Helen slapped her hands flat upon
the rubbed wood of the table in
front of her. "Now," she slid,
"you may tell me!"
He grinned at her. "You know
I'm ekcited 7"
"John . ."
"It is exciting," he broke In.
"You see-we're going to have
our screening clinic."
• She waited, her lips battle.
He leaned toward her. "Hon-
estly, Helen' Now. Right away.
Complete. No patches, no make-
shifts."
"Not at the School?"
6
"Oh. yes. But the whole build-
ing put into professional service,
with proper equipment-and
everything!"
Helen rubbed her short and
freckled nose. "The makeshift
operation was rather fun," she
mused. "Our Sunday get-togeth-
ers to rake the drive, cut the
gram, make curtains. I'll miss
taking my turn at the switch-
board. But tell me about it,
John."
While she still thought back
over the big project slowly under-
taken and slowly developed by a
group of earnest doctors, John
Blandin finished his snack, and
took out his pipe.
"The makeshift served its pur-
pose," he agreed. His brown eyes
glinted. "The fun we had bound
its men together; our strained
backs and skinned knuckles make
up a big investment. After a time
-oh, about twenty years-we
would have developed the thing
Into what we wanted It to be.
But---" His soft voice broke with
eagerness, "there's work that
should be done woo, Helen' We
need this thing now! We need It
right out here in the County-
we're growing so fast out here in
the suburbs, what with our shop-
ping centers and our housing de-
velopments. Well, I don't need to
argue the thing to you. You've
been sold an the idea for as long
as I have-and that's over three
years."
He got to his feet and paced
arptuid the room, a slight man
with a tense face, and clever
hands. His voice trembled with
emotion.
"It must be as wonderful to
you as to me, Helen, to have
twenty years suddenly telescoped
Into a few months." He came to
the table and leaned toward her.
"We'd have made it in time," he
assured her. "But gow--"
'"Will it take In the whole
County?" she asked. That would
be a radical change in plan.
"No, darling. Our prospec-
tits--" Hia upper tip 'glittered
upon his pipe stem. The word
had been a joke for se ions. "Our
prospectus," he said more firmly,
"is not to be changed. We'll serve
the four towns as originally
planned. Burbank, Shrewsbury,
Folsom and ..andsdoWne. Of
course there wai be no geographi-
cal limit set upon patients—upon
cases. They can come from Tim-
buctoo if they like. But doctors
from only four suburbs will par-
ticipate. Moore said something
tonight about taking in other
communities-abut I argue that to
get it too big will recreate the
situation in the city-with people
and the doctors, too, living too
far away from the center. It
would be better to let the north-
ern part of the County develop
Its own center:.
She returned his smile. "Go
on," she prodded. "Tell me what
was said tonight."
"What was stood-" He broke
off, and sat thoughtful, consider-
ing all that had been said that
night at the meeting which he
had attended.
"Tell it your own way," Helen
conceded, with a smile tucking in
the corners of her mouth.
He relit his pipe. "In the past
Year, 'Helen," he said quietly, "in
my private practice I saved seven
cases of cancer through early ex-
amination and tests. How many
coUld I have saved if a wen-
operating screening clinic had
been available in the community'
Fourteen? Surely, fourteen. And
thirty-five, possibly. So it is
worth doing, Helen!"
"Of course, darling." Her pen-
cil point crossed out the meat
loaf, wrote picnic luun in its
place.
"It's worth," John was saying,
"anything it would cost! I've al-
ways known that." He puffed
smoke about his head. "Even if
it had taken twenty years to de-
velop. We need just such a clinic
out here in the County. Our only
hospital coat here' is the County
Hospital, which is not set up to
function as a scteening clinic arid
which is bound to be influenced
by politics."
"Riddled," said Helen, writing
lemon pie for Saturday night's
dessert'
"No," said John consideringly.
"At least nothing of the sort has
ever been proven. And just be-
cause we- don't like Wilkins-
Smith . . ."
'I'd like him better if he were
called just Smith."
Helen turned her sheet of paper
over, and wrote lemon pie again
for the end of the month. "Go
on," she urged. "I shouldn't have
digressed."
(To Be Continued)
”
FOR RENT •
AVAIL.A.BLE JUNE 1, 3 room un-
furnished apartment. Bath, hard-
wood floors, private entrance and
furnace heat. 506 Poplar M26C
2 BEDROOM HOUSE, unfurnished.
311 S 13th St. 0111 1280 or 150.
M26P
3 ROOM unfurnished apartment.
Private entranae, wired for electric
stove. Available in June. Phone
I65-M. 303 S. 6th. M27C
•
WANTED i
TRUCK DRIVER. Drive new Ford
dUSIlp truck. Live and work in
Alabama. Must be able to be on
job Monday. If interested call
846-R-4. M25P
DO YOU needaa mediate to staple
booklets and aaders fram 8 pages
to 120 pages? See tne Bostitch
Sadiaie Stapler at .he 1 any oeuger
81 Tuner, Ofliae Suppo, Ph 55 a
HELP WANTED
OFFICE—ALCRe IAA . reel t. on
now open, ineereaung work.
day week. 8:30 to 4:30 Attractave
surroundings. Write inunachately
to Box 32-R giving your qualifica-
tions in coal' MISC.
WHEN IN SVIRGLADES
AVOID" THE M NCHINEEL
_OKEECHOBEE. Fla._ --__ APO a•-•
Blaiturs to the Evergledes..-ace
warned by guides to stay away
frcm the manchineel. a tree as
dead:.y as the swamp-dwelling
,snakes and 'gators.
Traugh U. looks harmless enough
this tree literally drips poison,
according to Davey tree' experts.
Even rainwater failing from as
leaves can blister the flesh. Re-
cently, • university chemist got a
drop of the pure sap on his hand
His arsi was paralyzed, swollea
and covered with sores for days
Indians once used the tree is;
to make poisoned arrows. Earls
settlers were unable to chop thi
trees down because the sap would
splatter under the ax strokes
NANCY
L
Uncle Miltie's
Brother Tells
Anecdotes
By JACK BERLE
Written For The United Free.
HOLLYWOOD IP! -. The 'man
in the gray flannel suit is nothing
new to me. This used to be my
brother Milton's trademark when
he was touring the vaudeville
circuits. I've traveled more than
100.000 miles with him and we've
had every experience from missing
trains to accidents.
Getting oack to the flannel suit,
li, was Milton's steady dress, along
with a soft felt hat turned up
St Me brim. In 1932, when Milton
signed to appear in Earl Carrull's
Vanities at the Broadway Theater,
aaarroll wanted him to wear a
tux and Milton refused. Carroll
finally told malty he cLdn't have
to %%ear special clothes to be
lunny-and h could get as many
laughs in a tux.
on and off since 1922, as have my
other brothers and sister. We all
took turns working on stage and
behind scenes. My sister, Rosalind,
was a member.
A stagehand came along pointed
unknowingly to my sister and
said 'Boy, what a figure. I'd sure
like to take her. out.' Milton
turned to him and said "I'll see
what I can do, she's my sister."
.The guy got so embarrassed that
we never saw him again during
our three-day stay there.
Another time we he a town
that had a shortage of dressing
rooms. Milton had to share a
room with • brother act. Every
atime Milton came in to change
they'd start righting with each
other. Milton got so upset he
' began to cry. When the act left
the theater they told Milton it
was just a gag.
He was so relieved he started to
cry again. He's that emotional.
Gone Without Sleep
"I've seen Milton go out of
his way to help fellow actors
a thousand times. He's gone with-
out sleep to do benefits for worthy
organizations more times than I can
count.
Sister In Chorus We've had a lot of fun, but
I've traveled with my brother touring now is serious business, It
THE MAN JUST
FINISHED YOUR
NEW CEMENT
WALK
ABRIE an' SLATS
e-
IT'S GOING TO BE
A TOUGH CAMKKA,
SENATOR YOU
HAVEN'T HAD At
GOOD PUBLICITY
ALL WItalTER.
1 \
asi u 1401 01r---Ik .1ph,
Ler. )r.,•. 10,4•1 @wow.
LIL' ABNF.R
I • •
ACOJSED OF KILLING HUSBAND •
MRS. VICTORIA JOHNSON, 35, arrives in Baltimore irr custody of
FI31 agents for a hearing before U. S. Commissioner Ernest t'ol.
kart on charge of killing her husband, Lt. Eugene C. Johnson,
at Edgewood, Md., chemical center. He was shot while tutting
In his car, parked on the post. (international Soundphoto)
AH DON'T SEE
WI-1'i Nor'!
SPENT TH'
WI N TER
INVESTIGATIN'
CON Dl TIONS
IN M IAMI !!
I SURE DID'.' FIRED--
AFTER EIGHTEEN
YEARS:
...0111111111111Mssease.
I'D
BETTER
PUT
UP A
SIGN
A DOGPATCH
VOTER
TO SEE
YOU, SIR!!
QUICK.r.r
HIDE -11-4'
CHAMPAGNE
AN' CAVIAR!!
I PLAV HOP
SCOTCH, LEAPFROG--
AND I MAKE THE
YUMMIEST ICE -
CREAM SODAS::
fie
.11410. 
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seems there's more pressure and TWO
-SPEED
When you're on television, you're KEVOLVING
playing to more people than ever
before. Everything now is speeded
up. and rush-rush.
I've- seen the other side of him,
too. At one theater a heckler
made a disparaging remark and
Milton, incensed, leaped from the
stage and threw him out the
door before any further trouble
started.
It's been a lot of fun. And if a
guy could choose a brother, he
couldn't pick a better one than
Milton Berle.
Russia Ahead
On Bombers
By CHARLES CORDDR1'
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON Ui -U.S. Army
sources said that Russia has mod-
ernized its armies with a "deadly
new family of weapons" which
includes two atomic artillery
pieces and other equipment for
mobile warfare.
Some military experts here be-
lieve the growth of Russia's
World War II horse-and-cart army
into a streamlined atomic a g e
force may explain the Soviet's
professed willingness to reduc
military manpower.
The development of in. reased
mobility and f:repawer was one
. of the reasons why the United
Sates cut its ground forcss while
Russia was still maintaining a
huge standing army.
Has New Weapons
-The Soviet re
-equipment Pro -
gram is an ac .amplished %Acta'
Army sources said. -These weap-
ons are now at the disposal of
the Red Army units, not on the
drawing boards or in the initial
stages of production."
Ttry said the Soviet army is
organized for offensite tactics on
atomic battlefields and not men
defense. New Red weapons were
, said to include two "devastating
atomic artillery pieces."
! One is a 203 millimeter gun
which can hurl an atomic shell
about 16 miles, or almost as far
as the much bigger and heavier
, American 280 millimeter atoimla
cannon. The other atomic Piece
is a 240 mm heavy mortar, larg-
est in the world.
In addition to the atomic weap-
ons. the R.d Army also has been
equipped' with new trucks, a giant
helicopter and lightly - armored
amphibious vehicles, it was re-
ported.
Manpower Advantage
On the basis of sheer manpow-
'tr. Russ:a long has had the upper
hand. It has a 4200,000 man under
arms of which 2.500,000 are in
an army of 175 divislons. The
United States has 2.850.000 under
arms of whioh 1,064.407 . men are
in an army of 20 divisions, 13
AUTOMATIC
DOORS IN USE
a
ST. PAUL - at, - The world's
first two-speed automatically pow-
ered revolving doors have been
installed at the Pioneer Building
here.
The doors reiolve constantly at
three revolutions per minute but
when the crossbar is touched.
the motor speeds the revolution
to nine revolutions per minute,
normal walking speed. Doors can
be adjusted to a maximum speed
of 12 revolutions a minute.
According to the manufacturer,
International Steel Company,
faaaramalle Ind., _tile -
entrances allow a maximum of
5,780 persons to enter and the
same number to leave the building
each hour.
It's also possible to reverse
cErection of the door or to stop
it with slight pressure.
regirnents and 127 anti-aircraft
battalions.
The Russians have a 700,000-
man navy of about 600 warships
including 400 submarines and
3.000 airplanes. The U. S. Navy
has 674.288 men, 402 warships,
d57 other ships and 12.500 planes,
plus a 199.800-man Marine Corps.
The SOVIE t air force numbers
600.000 men with 20,000 planes in
combat units. America has a 911.-
544-man air farce with 25,000 air-
craft of all types.
Besides Ruesia's own forces,
her European satellites have
armies toaaling lie milnon men.
Red China has an army of at
least 2 million.
MURRAY
DRIVE-IN
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
"A MAN ALONE"
Trucolor
starring Ray Milland
SATURDAY ONLY!
* DOUBLE FEATURE *
"MONTANA TERRITORY"in TECHNICOLOR
with Lon McCollister
and Wanda Hendrix •
P-I-U-S —
"THE STRATTON STORY"
starring James Stewart
with June Allyson
SUNDAY and MONDAY
"GENTLEMEN MARRY
BRUNETTES"
in Ter hnicelor and CineemaSeope
Jane Russell, Jeanne Crain,
Alan Young and
Scott Brady
FralarEi/./ -
WAL, SH ET MA H
MOO Ff.' IT SHORE
IS EASY ON T1-4'
EYES T'5EE ONE
-n-V PLAIN
FOLKS FUM
HOME!,
By irnie Busnuailica
By Raeburn Van
n-iASS WHUT WE
ALL LOVESVOUT
YO:SENN`ITC)R!!
YO'15 sn LL AS
PLAIN AS
WE. IS!!
THINGS ARE GOING FROM
BAD TO WORSE --WE RE THE
LAUGHINGSTOCK OF
THE COUNTRY.'
4k •
Buren
F
to.
••••••
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VOTE FOR
Hon.
ELWOOD GORDON
Democ r ai Voters toe Seven-
teen Counties of Western. Ken-
tucky. comprising the First Con-
gressional Distrao. Tuesday. Mrs
29 is primary election day- .
, voted for Elwood Gordon.
.iionongham Precinct of Marshall
County where Elwood Gordon's
grandfather lived. where Elwood
Gtodon's father was born and
raised. and where Elwood Gordon
played and grew up as a boy.
gave Elwood Gordon every vote
that was cast except one. In Lowes
precinct in Noble GregorY's home
county. Elwood Gordon got two
votes to Noble Gregory's one.
Noble Gregory and his menehmen
n.,ve become desperate They are
grabbing at a straw They know
that the people if and when they
are fully informed will vFe—for
Elwood Gordon over Gregtry by
tin to one
Farmers. even though next 'Tues-
day .s the busiest day in the
ear, go to your poling place and
ast your vote for a farmer. Vote
'Hi- Elwood Gordon, vote agCnst
N ble J. Gregory as he has con-
,..stently voted against you for
the last 20 years in Congress.
Laborers. even though you have
to miss some time front WO. k
cn next Tuesday. go to the polls
and cast your vote for Elwoztl
Gordon. a Union Pipefitter and
vote against Noble J. Gregory
who has voted against the working
;man in Congress 8 out of 9 times
since 1W.
•
Mither_Etwood Gordon of Benton people who believe in education
or Noble J. Gregory of Mayfield for yourself or for your children
will be nominstel as L'. S. Re- and who am qualified to vote
presentative. The' en* nominated .go to the polls on next Tuesday
tr'ill be unopposed in the final arid cast ycur vote for a man
election. If Elwood Gordon :s who theight enough of education
nominted. we. in the First District to work his way through college
will have a young. energetic. in the janitor's force and who
honest. qualffied. sther and dip- f.nished law school Cast your
ereet representative of all the 'vote for Elwood Gordon for U. S.
people. If you return s(Oble J Representative. Vote against Noble
Gregory you may expect the same J Gregory. who didn't think
type of "do nothing for the er.cugh of educational training to
people" Gregoryism that you have 
had for the last 20 years. Mr. 
go to college even though he
had a brother
Gregory's fa:lure to associate with 
in the U. S. Congrees
the people of the District 
pre- :a 
e country :n 
rd one of the best colleges in
vents his knowing 
what the tl the adyoining 
coun.
'sista:aye needs of the people are. Democratic Voters. don't let any-
"sr( h.s lack of 'duration and ti.„ir.s, stop you from gong to
ability prevents his getting any- vote for Elwood Gordon on next
thing done for the people Mr Theadky. Mr Gordon is a life-long
Gregory worked for a Mayfield
oo he went to Congress 
Democrat, who believes in the
banker wh 
. and .n the 20 _years that he 
.er.nciples of the Democratic Parev
Vote against Noble J. Gregory
has been there he has not changed
bosses. just pay masters. The jorf, 
Mayfield.r  c,ni wyho Niosblae Democratjregory
peopre of iwi."-D4Ti-r . ccrucriss. eopsl.ste-pqy-vtitm.
Noble . Gregory 325 000 per year - with the Reactionary Moss Back
and he is working against them
oneO,ad of for there 
Faction of the Republican Party
st
a 
and again' the Democratic leader-
Mr Gregory voted h.mself 
' 
sh,p Mr Gregory voted
per.sien •but voted against pensions 
ii,gainst
and bonus for Veterans . Mr. Gre- 
the Democratic leadership :n Con-
gory vnted to take excess profits 
grese when Albert W. Barkley.
tax off Corporations. but he has, 
one 
'f the 
greatest Democrats of
helped &table the indlv.duars m- 
all trees. was majority leader of
cense tax sinee he ha. been in 
ithe United States Senate.
Congress. 
I Voters. dr n last't be misled by  
Mr. Gregory has introdured or:y Th-rute 
campaign propaganda No-
one bill .n the 20 years that 
ble Gregory has been in Congress
twenty years and if his
he has been .n Congress and 
ehnost 
consequently has no record to 
record would bear inspection and
Meter Deasy*
run cn. He must run cis the 
warrant approval he would be
No customer shall be provided
demerits. at his opeonent if 
they running on it. and not from 
it
have lily. and if they don't. he ! 
'Vote nett Tuesdayfor Ewood natural 
gas service until he has
..,i professional falset_ers 
•Gorticn and let's break up the made a 
meter deposit in the
rd his pad
.1‘5:TI'aild Political Machine that 
*mows( shown in this orthnance
will preend troy have Noble 
G:hgroy. thretirei hie hotohes te
tt, , has had a strangle hold. upon the
 for his class:fication Deposits Mall
t 
oteple of the First Ccingressional 
are sl.ror rg he sante old 1941 
pollirs1 mud ..t Elwood Cord r. 
D.strict fnr the lart 30 years If
that tery a o in the race betw
een.Elwood Gordon not makedoes 
ei.. tr,, n for this sae . a 
good Congressman, we will
these . 
retire tight ye,-,:. ago , The pecoe 
change het at the end of his
tsi e o s.., s- .- vr,„,,_ d G,re„ ' 
two year term.
See ard hear Elwood G rdon
n WLA 7 -TV Channel 5 N a sh
-
.11e. Saturday May 26. at 6:11
- 
630 P M Daylight Saving
- - 
, 5 15-530 Murray T.me .
AN ORDINANCE TO ESTABLISH
OPERATING PRACTICES IN
C.ONNECTION WITH THE MUNI-
CIPAL NATURAL GAS SYSTEM
TO BE INSTALLED BY THE
CITY OF MURRAY. KENTU:KY
WHERAS. the Mayor and City
Council have authonred a muni-
cipally-owned Natural Gas System;
and
WHERAS. this Natural Gas Sys-
tem :s to be immediately con-
structed; and
WHEREAS, regulation:: are need-
ed under which this systeo is to
be operated.
NOW. THEREFORE. the Mayor
and City Council on this 18th day
of May. 1966, at an official meet-
ing. do hereby adopt the following
regulations by ordinance.
Monthly Charges to Customers
A Residential and small
mercial rate.
First 500 cu ft of gas or less
$200 net
Next 2.500 cu ft. of gas ti $115
per MCF
Next 3.000 cu ft of gas 5.1 $100
per l\f".:F
Next 4.000 Cu ft of gas si $095
rier MCF
Over 10.000 cu ft of gas st 5083
per MCF
Minimum Monthly Charge $200
B. Medium Colgtmercial Rate:
First 6.000 cu ft. of gas or less
$5.50 net
Next 10.000 Cu. ft of gas si $090
rer MCP
'Next 19.000 Cu. ft of gas it $0.75
per MCF
Over 35.000 cu ft. of gas sr $0 70
per MCF
Minimum Monthly Charge $5.50
C. Large Commercial Rate:
First 10.000 cu. ft of gas or less
$7.50 net
Next 15.000 Cu. ft. of gas I; $0 70
Per MCF
Next 25.000 Cu. ft of gas h $060
per NICF
Over 50.000 cu ft. of gas ti $055
per 517F
Minimum Monthly Charge $750
D Industrial Rates'
Industrial rates will be negotiated
depending on volume of gas but
will not be less than 50c per
Mcf for firm gas. nor less than
303c per Met for Interruptible gas.
Re ",,,1.3 Charge: •
Ragas is cut off at the request
6! tr.y customer and -within 12
months thereafter the customer
requests that gas service be re-
sumed at the sarne address, there
will be a $10000 service charge
payable prior to turning on the
gas.
Customers will be charged the
minimum monthly charge begin-
ring th.rty (30i days after gas
Is available at their meter
A ten per cent (10%) pensIty
will be added to all bills if not
paid within 10 days after date of
bill.
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CAMERON $200.U0
Also $100 to 2475
Wedding Ring $12.50
Furches
JEWELRY
E Side Sq. Ph. 193-J
I tRMER-LABOR COMMTITEE
GORDON FOR ( ONGREee
Above, sionna steiru an
Steve Allen in a wene from on
-4 the greatest musicals of all
time. "THE 8E\ '.'S GOODMAN
STORY-,with Gene Krupa. Lionel
Hampton and Harry James -rue
Kenny Goodman story" opens
,unday at the Varsity 'Theiefre
for • three day engagement
HEAR
Lt. Governor
Harry Lee Waterfield
Next Governor of Kentucky
Speak at the Courthouse
SATURDAY MAY 26 at 2:00 p.m.
He will speak in the interest of
Joe B. Bates for Senator
&farmer Termites
Are CI 
WOretIriti 0.
COSTLY DAMAGE
OHIO VALLEY TERMINI 
Paducah, CORP. Kp
s !corgi..
eisrmite comrol orqon.tor.or.
MURRAY LUMBER
COMPANY
Phone 262
fetSPREII
‘A+11'• SATIN
nst LATEX WONDER PAINT
You'll be color•risht every
time with new Glidden SPISID
SATIN DramatoneColors!Now
you can choose colors you want
from giant 4' color chips that
assure you of perfect harmony
with room fabrics,
Boor coverings.
• See SPOID SATIN
for ••••119,
WOOdwork.
• Ir.••1•••• tellers
•loosedleo•ses•So
wirltb .$.,Iw 
HUGHES
PAINT 8s WALLPAPER
STORE
401 Maple Ph. 883
be returned to the customer upon
cessation of services and payment
in full of bills
Connection Charges
Customers who make a deposit
and order installation to be made,
prior to completion of the system
will be furnished without cost
a service nine not exceeding 80
feet in length from the property
line, and not more than ten (101
feet beyond the nearest corner
of the building, whichever distance
is shorter. Customers who apply
for gas service subsequent thereto
will be charged $2500 for the
installation of any new seruice
line up to the allowable distance
above descr.bed. In all cams that
part o( service lines in excess
of this allowable distance to the
meter installation shall be installed
at the cost of the customer. but
shall become the property of the
, Municipal Nature! Gas System.
I Service installation for old elm-
tomers at new locations will .be
handled as • new connection:
however, n charge will be made
if service connection at new loca-
tion exists.
Access To Poellatea
Application for service shall :n-
dude a permit from the customer
allowing access to the meter, • re-
gulator and service line telaelhe
official, employee or employees
of the !Municipal Natural Gas
System. All lines, regardless of1
how installed up to and including
the meter shall be the property
of the Municipal Natural Gas
System.
THIS ORDINANCE adopted by
vote of the City Council becomes
effective upon passage, and re-
pealing all prior ordinances in
conflict or Inconsistent herewith.
GEO HART
MAYOR
C B GROGAN
CLERK
HOT SOUP BAD
LONDON A Soviet medical
professor told Russians today that
excessively hot soup may May
an "important role- in causing
stomach cancer.
Pe 7 I. artirov. itn associate
member of the Soviet Academy
of Medical -,Sciences also said
in a radio Moscow talk -It goes
setthout saying- that by-irrein( vp
smoking the chances of contracting
cancer of the lung an be consider-
ably reduced.- r
"On the whole it is likesoftthe intake of excessively
plays an important role in causing
stomach cancer." he mid.
"Wry people, for instance, love
soup. the temperature of which is
60-70 degrees centigrade 140-}58
,Iegrees IShrenheit). while .ttl*
evils of our body can be damaged
Russia Has
Modernized
Its Armies
By HERBERT FOSTER
Catena Press start correspondent
WASHINGTON an — Senate in-
% estigators were told today that
snore than 20.000 Russian refugees
are living in this country illegally
under false names to keep from
being departed to the Soviet Union.
The testimony was given to
the Senate Internal Security sub-
committee by a New York writer,
Julius Epstein He said the refugees
are potential threats to U S.
security because they are subject
to blackmail by Soviet agents.
"It doesn't take much imagination
to see how they could be pressed
into spy activities" by the Com-
munists, he mid.
World-Wide Network
Epstein was one of several
witnesses who told the subcom-
mittee Soviet agents are using
psychological pressure on a world-
wide basis to entice refugees from
Iron Cuetai T1 COUATTles to return
to their homelands
They testified that Red agents
use letters, newspapers, and mys-
terious telephone ealf.s to harass
Use refugees and rimy ince them
they cannot escape the Commu- -
nists
Ivan Miroehnikov. a former So-
viet Army officer, testified that
Negro approached him at the
doorstep of his Brooklyn. N. Y..
home on May 3 and asked ''why
should you live in this dirty hole
v.-hen your homeland is expecting
assumed name of A. Andriyve.
Andriyve sant that a RLISSIAII
refugee physician, in this country
under a false identity, vanished
from his Boston home after telling
friends he was going into hiding
in New York because Soviet agents
were threatening to expose him.
Michael Michaikow. a Bulgarian
who now lives in Brooklyn, said
that refugees in Germany receive
letters from the United States
and other western countries urging
them to return to their native
lands.
He said that this makes the
refugees insecure and persuades
them that the Communists have
"a net all around the world."
Spelling Champ)
Cites Phone Calls
He said he received a series
of mysterious telephone calls dur-
ing the next two days. He said
he had -no doubt" the calls
originated with the Communists.
Mrs Griffith Bailey Coale o'
New York. associate director of
an organisation which *ids refi-
gees aessitioad---saas--a-
newspaper is being mailed from
gast Berlin to every Romapian
this country, ineludine some
Who have been here for 43 years
end are American citizens.
She said that the delivery of
the passer is designed to show
Romanian refugees that the Com-
munists know their address,
"It throws a terrble meee into
therm" she said
Leaves After Threats
within a few minutes by tempera- The subcomreittee also made
tures of 45 degrees 'Ill degrees ipublie the recent testimony of
fahrenheit)." 4. a Russian refugee ho ems the
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SIJELOOY SACHKO, 1$. Mts.
1 112nurgn 
bugs
ser 
her cup
cupgin aWtionalash-
I spelling bee on "afflatus" and
"condominium" to top 03
1 other oonteetanta. She whim
$LOW and $100 for a weekend
1
 
trip to New York- Runner-up
Was I3-year-old Sandra Owen
of Justus. 0. (lsternatiosal),
1111111.111111111111111Y1
Funeral Wreaths
and Sprays
4rtistically Arraaridi
MEN
16th at Poplar -- Call 479
illimmigemmge
1•14m,
PURDOM & THURMAN INS. AGENCY
—GENERAL INSURANCE—
FIRE - AUTO - CASUALTY
Across from Capitol Theatre — Phone 842
John N. Purdom Billy P. Thurman
PLEASE VOTE FOR
CALVIN BILL SCOTT
FOR
MAGISTRATE
SWAN DISTRICT
Democratic Primary May 29, 1956
* YOUR SUPPORT WILL BE APPRECIATED *
VOTE FOR
FOR
C. B. MAYFIELD
MAGISTRATE g
SWANN DISTRICT
Democratic Primary May 29, 1956
The Man That Can Help Your
Road Program !
Mien it purrs, you reign
.vov cax hardly hear its whispered might
—but man von sure can feel it
Its power almost without limit—power that
humbles the hills, melts the miles, makes
you monarch of all you survey.
For this is a ne* Buick — a '56 Buick —
sparked by the most potent engine in Buick
annals—a 322-cubic-inch V8 with a record
high compression of 95 to 1.
But what makes you feel even more like
bossman of the highway is the great new
advance in Variable Pitch Dynaflow,•
First time you tickle the gas pedal you'll
know what we mean.
Now—smack in the top inch of gas Pedal
travel—right wlaese you save gas every turn
ONCI sOut CedeCHfOt ACC1004t3
of the wheels — you get a swift, sure and
supremely positive new getaway response.
For smooth and nimble performance — for
sheer mastery in traffic — nothing like it
ever was.
And that's just part of it, When you need
a still greater flow of get-up-and-go for
safety's sake, you merely switch the pitch
and you zoom out of tight spots.
So come rule the roost in this '56 Buick.
Come drive a car with 127 gorgeous inches
of wheelbase to give it regal room and a
ride that's fit for a king.
Try out Buick's new steering—new center-
grooved brakes — new direct-acting shock
absorbers with triple the former volume of
jounce-cushioning oil.
Learn how it feels to boss a car that looks
like royalty and acts the part to perfection.
We promise—you'll practically purr with
delight at the wheel of this dazzler--espe-
cially when you discover how easily you
can make it your own.
What do yoir say — shall we expect you
today?
*Neu, Advanced Variable Pitch Dynaflote is the only
Dynalintc Buick builds today. It is standard on
Roatimast at. Super and Century -optional at modest
extra cost on die Special.
Best Buick Yet
WHEN Sinn Aliff0S0611.113 an aunt suite wits Suite refws.iw 
1 .......
eft
: moot sauce. .
oafs
:Pm kommitm booms :
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DENTON BUICK COMPANY
607 to 609 Maple St.
INA
—400e,eriapareeettellik
Murray, Ky.
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